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Davis Center Offers Many
....
v

Role Model Of The Week
ST. PETERSBURG Donald Taylor is the 500
Role Models of Excellence
Role Model of the Week.
Taylor, 41, is a buyer for the
city of Tarpon Springs, a
native of that city and one of
six children.
He is very active in the
community, one of the
founders of the Tarpon
Springs youth alliance, Cops
and Kids, a Christian based
organization supported by
the Tarpon Police Depart
ment. He is director of die
Mt. Herman MB Church
youth ministry and chair of
the Union Academy oversite
committee.
Taylor is not just a role

Donald Taylor

A Credit Plan For You!
No Money Down!
Free Gift Just For Coming In.
90 DAYS SAME AS CASH!
CSr*»tiSKtl

model for the kids in the
community, but a role model
in his own home where he is
the legal guardian of 14year-old Jeremy Saunders.
When asked why be be
came a role model, Taylor
replied: “A role model is
being a teacher. I maintain
the best way to learn some
thing is to teach it. When I
teach, I have to do extra
work which enhances my
knowledge and skills. It also

Community Activities

by Dianne Speights
ST. PETERSBURG - A
proverb from Cameroon, W
Africa says, “Rain does not
fell on one roof alone.” With
this idea, that we all regard
less of age, education or eco
nomic status share common
needs, joys and desires, the
Enoch Davis Center offers
services, learning opportuni
ties and cultural opportuni
ties to youth, teens and

Petersburg branches and is
your best stop for the best
sellers on the New York
Tunes reading list.
The center also houses a
multi-purpose auditorium,
several meeting rooms and
offices for various human
service agencies. The meet
ing rooms and auditorium
afford opportunities for a
wide variety of community
programs, workshops and
classes and are also available
for rental.
Both fee and non-fee class
es are offered and range
from piano lessons to drama
instruction, to GED classes

young men is that they must
learn to balance fun with
work and freedom with

younger and older adults,
says Tyna Middleton, Davis
Center director.
The center houses the
James Weldon Johnson
branch library, which boasts
the largest African-Ameri

to other regularly scheduled

responsibility.”

can collection of all the St.

Please see pg. 17

boosts my self-esteem. I
believe that the most impor
tant thing that I can teach our

Tyna Middleton
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I.W. Williams’ Interview with
Dr. Henry J. Lyons___ ____
Preface
Monday, July 8, 1997 will be a date that will be forever
etched in the mind and heart of Dr. Henry J. Lyons, president of
the National Baptist Convention USA An episode occurring on
that date which was widely disseminated by the news became
Dr. Lyons’ ides of march. Almost daily, Dr. Lyons’ name has
resonated throughout the US.
Dr. Lyons, who was aware that I did feature writing for St.
Petersburg’s Weekly Challenger, contacted me on Tuesday,
August 12 and indicated that the wanted to address publicly the
accusations made against him by the news media. The wide
ranging two-hour interview was held at the church on Thursday,
August 14,1997.
Certain guidelines were set by the two of us. First of all, it was
agreed that our long-time friendship would not in any way com
promise the interview.
Secondly, since he was giving this interview against the
advice and presence of his attorney, some of the legal issues
would be off-limit. The interview was held in the Bethel Met
ropolitan Church’s conference room.

The Interview
WILLIAMS: Since your attorney is not present, I understand
that there may be some questions feat may be off limits.
LYONS: My attorneys still do not want me to do this.
WILLIAMS: Why are you doing this interview?
LYONS: The publicity has been so extensive, I must say
something to my people. Also, a tape has surfaced about fee
meeting in Nashville. Someone taped it without my knowledge
and Channel 8 and fee Tampa Tribune reported on it. In light of
feat, I felt that I had to say something.
WILLIAMS: For the record, you and I go back a long ways.
We have been long-time friends since our civil rights days.
LYONS: Yes, ever since our Webb City days.
WILLIAMS: You, Lockhart and I were part of fee NAACP
leadership team.
LYONS: We hit Webb City, Woolworth, Maas Brothers and
fee theaters.
WILLIAMS: I want it understood feat my questions will
have nothing to do wife our friendship.
LYONS: I understand and agree.
WILLIAMS: First, let us talk about your background, fami
ly, schooling, etc.

DUE TO THE LABOR
DAY WEEKEND,
NEWS DEADLINE
FOR THE SEPTEM
BER 6th EDITION OF

LYONS: I was bom and raised in Gainesville, FL. When I my post-graduate studies. In fed,
finished high school in 1960, upon graduation, I moved to St. I stayed in school for 10 straight
Petersburg and went to Gibbs Junior College where I first came years. I studied in Israel. My doc
in contact wife this church and all churches. I stayed here for 10 torates are all honoraries. I have
years. I graduated from Bethune-Cookman College in Daytona about five of those.
Beach in 1964. From there, I went to Morehousd College
WILLIAMS: What year were
School of Religion. I graduated from there in either 1967or ‘68. you elected president of fee Gen
I went into fee pastoral ministry, first in Georgia, then Ohio. I eral Baptist State Convention of
was called to this church in 1971 and began my ministry here Florida?
in 1972.1 have been faithful to this church and this community.
LYONS: I believe it was in
WILLIAMS: Let’s go back a little. The media has made an
1982 in Tallahassee.
issue about your prior marital status. Enlighten us about this.
WILLIAMS: I was at that
LYONS: I was married to a Patricia and for a short period of meeting. I recall feat it was a high
time, I was also married to Cammilla Smith. When I came to ly contested election.
this church, I informed fee officials of my status. I never told
LYONS: It was a long hard
them feat I had never been married. I knew feat I was coming fought battle.
back to this town and I never tried to hide anything. I knew crys
WILLIAMS: Who was your
tal clear feat I was stepping back into my past. I was a young primary opponent?
man. I knew there might be some problems, but I was coming
LYONS: My good friend, Dr.
back home. I sowed some wild oats in fee 1960s as a young A. Lowry from Tampa. My main
man. But fee church accepted me. They understood feat I was focus was putting fee convention
L-R: Dr. Henry J. Lyons and I.W. Williams
a single man and did things feat a single man would do. It was on fee right track I had worked
not a big secret about my marital status or life style.
long and hard to reach that goal.
I would be president of fee convention.
WILLIAMS: Tell us about your children before marriage to
WILLIAMS: What goals did you set at feat time?
WILLIAMS: What did ou find when you became president?
your present wife.
LYONS: My main focus was on raising fee standards. My
LYONS: A convention in shambles. Business as usual. All
LYONS: First of all, I have been accused of being fee father. view was feat blacks must do business in a business-like way. we had to start off wife was a sum total of $38,000. That was all
I think it was in 1962 or ‘63,1 was first confronted wife feat by There must be accountability for what we do. We put fee con fee convention had. There was an interest payment due of
fee mother. The baby was unborn. I will never forget one Sun vention on a business-like basis. We were able to have full-time $115,00 within fee next month. I was in an immediate crisis
day morning, a meeting was held in my home in Gainesville. I staff. We did more for Christian education and worship. Also, wife no organization. I knew this in advance but I went in to
made it crystal clear feat fee baby could not possibly be mind. I fee acquisition of property. We purchased 160 acres of land in raise fee standards, to put a staff togefeerand put it on a profes
explained in graphic details how fee child could not be mine. I Palatka, FL. In fact, fee state convention is swimming in money sional basis. I got some opposition because up to tliis time fee
do not deny having sexual relations wife fee mother. Once they The land was developed under my administration. That was fee preachers did everything, and to some extent, today as well. But
heard my statement, they accepted my statement. Her mommy hallmark of my administration plus sound business position in fee day-to-day operations now are run by professionals.
and daddy. An agreement was made though because of fee which I left fee convention. I left fee incoming administration
WILLIAMS: After fee election, I recall there was some liti
peculiar nature of fee situation feat involved my father. We wife $50,000.1 didn’t have anything to start off wife when I was gation about fee elections.
agreed to help take care of fee child. I was never required to pay elected.
LYONS: Yes. That was also a very dark day in my life. To
any money directly to fee mother. The money was to come
WILLIAMS: Let’s briefly discuss your election to fee presi have to go to court to protect fee election process was a hard
from my parents to her parents. It was a peculiar and touchy sit dency of fee National Convention.
thing to do. And I had a hard fight on my hands. I had to raise
uation.
LYONS: That was a long hot battle. I aspired for that office funds for lawyers at a time when there were not any funds.
WILLIAMS: Now, let’s go back to fee time after you began from fee time I was 12 years old when I received my calling
WILLIAMS: I recall feat there were fraudulent ballots or
your pastorate in St. Petersburg.
from God. I consistently worked hard to achieve feat goal. In affidavits.
LYONS: I went to Cincinnati and studied there. I continued 1972 when I came to this church, I told them then feat one day
Interview continues on pages 16 and 17.

Free Seminar On Regional
How To Write A Education Official
Visits City
Business PIan
ST. PETERSBURG- On

NOON ON SATURDAY,

Friday, Sept. 19 the US
Small Business Administra
tion, in conjunction wife fee
USF Small Business Devel
opment Center, will provide
a comprehensive two-hour
seminar on fee basics of

AUGUST 30,1997

writing a successful business
plan. The free seminar will

THE WEEKLY CHAL
LENGER WILL BE

be held from 10 am to noon

at fee Enoch Davis Center,
111118th Avenue S.
Call Lynn Williams from
8:30 am to 5 pm to pre-reg
ister on Thursdays and Fri
days at 813-894-1810. On
Mondays, Tuesdays and
Wednesdays, call 305-5365521, ext. 128 or fax your
registration to her at 305536-5058.

-

vened by fee US Depart

Stanley Williams, regional

ST.

PETERSBURG

ment of Education, fee Na
tional Conference and faith
leaders. US Department of
Education Secretary Richard
W. Riley will attend fee

representative of the US
Department of Education
secretary, is in fee Tampa/St.
Petersbuig area this week to
meet wife community and
religious leaders. He is here
to discuss plans for fee Sep
tember 19 religious and edu
cation summit being con-

forum.
“lam here to meet wife
religious and community
leaders and ensure plans for
Please see pg. 11
Stanley Williams
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“ Dark Clouds And Silver Linings

We welcome your letters to the editor.

by Frances Pinckney

these two to be very much under that influence ‘cause they
I watch the dark rain clouds from the Greyhound bus as
we cross the Howard Franklin Bridge to Tampa. The
waters of Tampa Bay appear boundless; millions of ripples
rise and fall beneath overcast skies. The sun is sleeping late
behind dark clouds this Sunday morning as I start my jour
ney to Tallahassee for a much needed visit with my family.
The clouds change shape continually; some appear to
take on life-like form-a man lying on his back sleeping
with open mouth (most assuredly snoring), there’s a dog,
no a goat; naw, look at that snout, it’s Miss Piggy! (That lit- *
tie dark cloud can’t make up its mind as to what it wants to
be, just like some folks I know.) A large puffy cloud forms
a face of a woman with soft pretty features, smiling happi
ly it merges with a bigger cloud and emerges scowling and

Chico Denmark
Photo by bill thomas

A Coach
And Friend
To Youth
ST. PETERSBURG Joseph Denmark, known as
“Chico,” acquired the nick
name as a youth playing
baseball. He was a star bas
ketball and baseball player at
Gibbs High School.
Attending Stillman Col
lege in Tuscaloosa, AL on an
athletic scholarship, Chico
played basketball and base
ball and earned a BA degree
majoring in physical educa
tion and minoring in history.
He has been teaching history
at Ben Hill Jtinior High
School in Hillsborough
County for the past 14 years.
He is a member of the Wild
wood Dodgers Baseball
Organization board of direc
tors and president of the
Jamestown Neighborhood
Tenant Association, but still
finds time to go fishing.
Chico has worked as a

Pinellas County juvenile
court, as teacher coordinator
for the neighborhood Youth
Corps program and as a
para-professional for Pinel
las County schools.
He loves helping youth to
grow up to be responsible
productive citizens. Any
given day you can find him
in the community teaching,
coaching or helping the
young children to do the
right thing.
“I must give credit to my
mother Marilyn, who raised
seven children as a single
parent in Methodist Town,
now known as Jamestown,”
says Chico, son of the late
Joseph Denmark
Another product of James
town, Chico Denmark is
teacher, coach and friend to
hundreds of youth in St.
Petersburg and Tampa.

can sho nuff dance!
They say that behind every dark cloud is a silver lining
and at the end of the rainbow is a pot of gold. Could the sil
ver lining be my niece Kim’s recent graduation from St.
Petersburg Junior College? She’s a full-time working
mother of two boys, Eric Jr. and Matthew. (Congrats,
Kim!) I have claimed the pot of gold as my daughter’s new
job at Chase Manhattan Bank in Tampa, and of course, my
22-month grandson Dallan, who talks so well and says

Send Your Letters To:

The Weekly Challenger
2500 - 9th Street S.
St. Petersburg, FL
33707

gran’ma in such a sweet way.
“Dark clouds are going to clear up, put on a happy face!”

sad of face.
T ike the cloud, I have walked headlong into dark and
dreary situations which have wiped the smile clear off my
face. This business of life sometimes becomes a tangled
web, a jumbled mess which makes it difficult to put on a
happy face. This truly has been my summer of discontent.
I am tired, weary and fatigued of a situation that stubborn
ly persists. I cannot accept or change it; however, I cannot
allow it to change me and so I resist, desist and insist. I
maintain a firm stand in my beliefs and convictions.
I marvel at the works of nature along the highway in
north Florida. The tall stately pines and stout majestic oaks,
wearing garments of green and cloaked in moss, sway to
and fro in the breeze and vines trail on the ground and climb
and twine among the trees making a woodland wonder.
Nature’s scenery overcomes the shabbiness of Chiefland
and a regular stop for bus passengers and other little eye
sore towns along the way. It helped me to overcome the
woman sitting next to me who never stopped talking but

Summer’s gotta be better than thi^Ww

And now it is. Play The Florida Lotto Perfect Summer. Buy a $5 or more Florida

Lotto ticket between July 20 and August 30, and receive an entry coupon to send

in for your chance to win one of 40 Carnival cruise vacations. Plus an extra $1000

had nothing to say.
It does me a world of good to go home and visit family
members, especially my sister Paulette and her husband
Tom. These two give marriage a good name. They enjoy

cash to spend any way you like, lt could be the best summer you’ve ever had.

TH|
FLORIDA LOTTO Ohm

great togetherness and have good respect for each other’s
space. You can catch a good humor bug and a good case of
enthusiasm from them. These two can make a party of a
late night snack of sardines and crackers, and cutting okra,
picking tomatoes and digging potatoes from their garden
plot, provided by Florida A&M University, are events, not
chores. And if dancing is a gladdening influence, then trust
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Florida Lottery

YOU can make
a difference!
Help support
our paper by
patronizing our
advertisers!

group supervisor for the

Members Gather For
Organizational Meeting

ST. PETERSBURG Color Me Human™-Tampa
Bay is the new and official
name of the not-for-profit
organization that announced
its creation at its first meeting
on Wednesday, Aug. 6 at the
meeting room in the St.
Petersburg Free Clinic.
Operating for more than two
years as an informal grass
roots group calling itself the
St. Petersburg Color Me
Human committee, initially
sponsored by the city’s
Baha’i community, has now
grown into independent sta
tus with members from
many ethnic groups and faith
backgrounds. Due to the
generosity of many individ
uals and businesses in the
area, the organization is also
self-supporting and making
plans for the 3rd annual
Color Me Human Week in
the Tampa Bay area during
the spring of 1998.
Last week’s meeting was a
busy one. It announced the

results of the election of offi
cers, the development of a
creative writing collection
task force, plans for a chil
dren’s art project day at Walgreen’s Drug Store on Satur
day, Aug. 23 and the suc
cessful launching of an edu
cational offering to help
interested individuals learn
to heal from the disease of
racism which permeates
American society.
Dr. Evelyn Phyllis, former
ly of St. Petersburg and now
on staff at the University of
Connecticut, led the first ses
sion of this process and is
familiar with the informa
tional material and the model
of dialogue group/encounter
group that is being imple
mented across the country as
the Institute for the Healing
of Racism. The initial offer
ing in the area is an 8-part
course made available free to
the public. Anyone who is
interested in invited. Call
894-5791.

On Saturday, Aug. 23 from
10 am to 2 pm, customers of
Walgreen’s at 22nd Avenue
and Dr. M.L. King Street S
can bring their children to the
store to participate in a fes
tive art project offered by
Color Me Human-Tampa
Bay.
For more information
about the group and its
activities, phone 526-2328
and ask for materials to be
sent to you.
Members of Color Me
Human-Tampa Bay gather
for their first official organi
zational meeting. Among
those present were newly
elected officers Barbara
McCord, president; Bernice
Darling, vice president;
Mary Williams, treasurer;
Bettie Powell, registered
agent and Mark Miller,
membership and records.
Elaine Cloud Goller, secre
tary; and Steve Watkins,
development director, were
not present.
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CHILD
Watch
BY

Marian Wright
Edelman

Serving the Community
Instead of Serving Time
With the number of legal scrapes that Chuck Lewis
experienced as a young man growing up in southern
California, he could easily have wound up serving a jail
term instead of serving his community.
“But God saw fit to give me a chance at a better life,”
says Lewis, now a sergeant for the federal Government
Printing Office in Washington, DC.
As a boy, Lewis often spent his school days running
the streets and his evenings stealing hubcaps and getting
into other mischief. Before long he landed in front of a
judge whose patience had almost run out but who gave
him one more chance.
Lewis packed his bags and headed for the army.
There he met people who believed in him and taught
him self-discipline. He served in Vietnam and joined the
military police, discovering it was far more productive
to help young recruits steer clear of trouble than locking
them up aftertheycrossed the line. It was a lesson that
he’s been applying throughout his more than 40 years in
law enforcement.
“We have to catch these kids between ages 6 and 13
and make a positive difference in their lives,” says
Lewis, a member of the Black Police Association and
president of the Fraternal Order of Police Lodge #2 in
DC. “I’ve learned that many of the kids who get into
trouble are a lot like I was as a kid. Most of the time they
just need a second chance, somebody to believe in them.
I understand that some young people are violent and
need to be separated from the rest of society for a time,
but most of them are not violent offenders. “Everybody
seems to be talking about trying more children as adults,
but we have to remember that they are still kids. It sure
makes more sense to treat them with love and get them
involved in something constructive and meaningful
before they get into trouble.”
Lewis is right. Studies have shown trying children in
adult courts does not deter criminal behavior. A new
study in Florida, for example, found that those young
people tried as adults committed new crimes sooner
after their release from prison and perpetuated more
serious and violent crimes than those tried as juveniles.
That’s because adult courts and adult prison lack the
education, counseling and treatment that help offenders
rehabilitate themselves. Rather, adult jails are crime
schools where young convicts learn from the worst pos
sible role models, hardened criminals.
This fall the US Senate will vote on a bill, S10, which
could mean more children than ever being thrown into
adult prisons. The House already has passed an equally
harsh companion bill, HR3. We must act now to protect
children from being trampled by gutless politicians
seeking to prove they are “tough on crime” by voting for
harsher punishments against young offenders.
Call your senators while they are home during the
month of August to. support crucial changes to S10. Tell
them that we must not allow children to be tried in adult
courts and thrown into adult prison where they wilI only
learn to be better criminals; be subjected to harassment,
assault and rape and face increased risk of suicide. Tell
them that we must invest in intervention and prevention
on the front end and do something to stop the flow of
guns into our children’s communities and homes. And if
our children are unfortunate enough to land in court, tell
your senators to make sure children get a juvenile court
process and the kind of education and psychological
treatment that will help them lead productive lives.
“Not only does imprisonment rob too many youths of
a chance for a better life,” Lewis says, “but it robs soci
ety of the benefit of their potential good. I will always
think of the kind of life I might be leading right now if I
didn’t get the opportunity to start over.”

O

Partnering with our Children’s First Teachers
bv Reg Weaver
To help students suc
ceed in school-to help stu
dents really learn- schools
need to involve parents in
their children’s education.
No matter how much or
how little time parents
spend with their children,
they are the most impor
tant influence in their chil
dren’s lives... more impor
tant than teachers, preach
ers, peers or rock stars.
This means that parents,
whether they know it or
not, wield a powerful in
fluence on how much their
children benefit from
school.
Kids who believe that
their parents care about
their learning process gen
erally do better in school.
That’s why parents can be
the most valuable allies
teachers have.

But educators recognize
that in today’s fast-paced
society, busy parents and
others with responsibili
ties for children are hard
pressed for time and are
increasingly looking for
guidance. That’s why
we’ve developed some
ideas that “time poor” par
ents can use to help their

them your disappointment
if they don’t get top

sters’ teachers and leave a

and the the children are
not distracted. And make
sure whoever is taking
care of the children-even
if it’s not in your homeenforces the study time.
Or you can phone the chil
dren to make sure they’re
studying. And remember
to praise them for doing

children get the most out

message. Ask what your
children are doing right, so

their work.
Ask for

you can praise them and
ask for suggestions about
helping your children to
do better.

go to bed at night and rise
in the morning at regular
hours. Set aside a regular

dren’s opinions. More
and more, schools are
emphasizing
thinking
skills. Asking your children
their opinions about issues
of the day, or asking for
their suggestions about
household decisions, helps
them develop these crucial

period of time each day for
your children to study and
to do their homework
whether or not you can be
at home at that time. Make

skills.
Ask about school. As
often as you can, ask your
kids about what they did at
school that day. Don’t take

of school.
Praise effort. The effort
children put into their
studies is more important
than the grades they get
and a better indicator of
how much they are learn
ing. Encourage your chil
dren to do their school
work diligently and praise
them for doing it. High
grades are something to be
proud of, but as long as
your children are complet
ing their work, don’t show

marks. Doing so could
make them feel bad about
themselves, which could
lead to poorer academic
performance.
Talk to teachers. If you
don’t have time to visit
school, phone your young

Establish a routine.
Make sure your children

African Americans Need to be at
Table to Discuss our Fair Share of
Funds from the National Tobacco
Agreement ------------- ---------- -------—
As African Americans concerned about the physical health and well-being of our
brothers and sisters, we applaud the Tobacco Agreement in its intent to reduce
under-age smoking and educate the adult population on the health hazards involved
in smoking.
We especially commend the aggressive efforts of the federal government to
reduce the disproportionately high incidence of cancer and other preventable life
shortening diseases among African Americans. We also commend the state attorney
generals and officials of the tobacco companies for their determination and dili
gence to reach a tobacco agreement which is now being scrutinized by the White
House, federal government, US Congress and health advocacy organizations.
However, as commendable as the results have been from this process, we have
some serious concerns about the omission of African Americans from these discus
sions. Perhaps those conducting the discussions have forgotten the fact that African
Americans are affected as cigarette smokers or that we have parents concerned
about keeping under-age children from smoking. Perhaps they have not considered
our role as employees at tobacco plants and tobacco farmers or the historical fact
that 'advertising support of tobacco companies helped many African-American
newspapers and magazines remain in business during a period when most compa
nies were not advertising in the black media.
Now, we have the paradox of national anti-smoking groups demanding that all
tobacco advertising be withdrawn from African-American publications and majori
ty publications, while these groups stubbornly refuse to spend any of their huge bud
gets advertising in African-American publications. Under the proposed agreement,
millions of dollars will be set aside for a massive education campaign, particularly
to reduce smoking among under-aged youth. African-American health and commu
nications organizations must be at the table to determine a formula for equitable
distribution of these funds.
It is a known fact that tobacco companies have and continue to contribute gener
ously to the political campaigns of members of the US Congress and other elected
officials and in support of African-American organizations. We are not in favor of
tobacco companies now being forced by public pressure to abandon their philan
thropy to African-American organizations while continuing to contribute millions of
dollars to the election campaign of both major political parties and to members of
Congress. Indeed, tobacco money has not changed the smoking habits nor corrupt
ed the honorable members of Congress any more than other Washington influences.
Moreover, there is no immorality involved in African-American organizations
receiving funds from tobacco companies for scholarship funds and other worthy
causes. We do not need double standards imposed on us by those who are so zeal
ous in their anti-smoking that they will not be satisfied with nothing less than the
total destruction of the tobacco industry in this country.
Lest we forget, we went through this frenzy during the Prohibition days of alco
hol, resulting in the wholesale bootlegging of alcoholic beverages. We should
understand and appreciate the fact that smoking cigarettes is hazardous to our
health, as is drinking in excess, eating junk food high in cholesterol and fat, driving
too fast and other issues too numerous to list. The reality is, in all of these, people
have a democratic choice to do the right thing or to become co-pilots in their own
self-destruction. A democracy affords us these options.
The bottom line is this: If African-American smokers are td give up their habit, if
tobacco companies will be forced to withdraw their advertising from African-Amer
ican publications, then we need our representatives at the table to negotiate for com
parable amounts from the settlement fund to be earmarked for minority media
advertising and for minority organizations for positive health promotions.
We call upon President Bill Clinton to open up the process for participatory
democracy!

African-American Family
Reading Uist---------- -------------Learning about the history of African Americans is crucial to the positive devel
opment of black children. Although many parents, teachers and students agree with
this concept, difficulty in acquiring the necessary materials frequentIy discourages
the study of African-American history. For this reason, the National Black Child
Development Institute, with support from the National Education Association, has
compiled a listing of books that are entertaining and that also tell the experiences of
black people in America.
The first section of the booket, Family Reading, includes books written for
advanced readers, but with help, younger readers will also appreciate their stories.
Additional sections list books geared toward readers from early elementary school to
the college level. For further information on educational materials by and about
African Americans, call the NEA at 202-822-7200.

sure the television is off

your

chil

“nothing” for an answer.
The more specific your
questions, the better chance
you have of getting an
answer.
For
example,
instead of asking “How did
it go today?” ask, “What
was the nicest thing that
happened?” or “What was
the least nice?”
Ask your children to
teach you. Sometimes the
best way to learn some
thing is to try to explain it

What happens to young
sters in their homes is the
foundation for their behav
ior and their learning at
school. Parents must recog
nize this basic truth.
And we as educators
must acknowledge a basic
reality: when it comes to
developing the attitudes so
fundamental to* school suc
cess-confidence, motiva
tion, effort, responsibility,
perseverance, caring and
teamwork-there’s simply

to someone else. If you
want to help your kids with
their homework but don’t
understand it, say so. Ask
them to explain it to you.
Encourage your chil
dren to study with others.
Children often learn more
when working in groups
and sharing knowledge.
Try to arrange study groups
between your youngsters
and their friends.

no place like home.
To learn more about
parental involvement and
helping children reach their
full potential, call the Na
tional Education Associa
tion at 202-822-7200 or
visit the NEA website at
heep://www.nea.org.
Reg Weaver is vice presi
dent of the National Educa
tion Association.

The Gantt Report
by Lucius Gantt
Who taught us to hate ourselves? Well, one of the instructors would have to be the
imperialist press!
Nowadays it seems that everything bad about black leaders or black people we read
in the white-owned newspapers we believe it. Don’t worry about the white and Uncle
Tom writers who write the stories never living in the black community, don’t worry
that the white media historically has not been interested in the progress of the black
community but instead primariIy interested in exploiting the hood to sell more papers
and don’t worry that we stay our of white people’s business and they should stay out
of ours.
If the white press was fair, why don’t they talk about everybody or every race that
has indiscretions or mishaps? Why don’t we see weeks and weeks of articles about
white women, Jews or Cuban Americans?
We don’t see articles like that because those groups will fight back! No Jew will sit
idly by and let a newspaper attack the Jewish Defense League or even the local Jew
ish place of worship.
If black Floridians and black Americans don’t learn to stand up, speak out and fight
back, they will always be knocked out, out of leadership, out of power and out of the
house!
Don’t take my word for it, check out the facts. The white press oftentimes talks
about black women having too many babies. Who forced black women to have as
many babies as they could? Who forced black slave men to impregnate as many black
women as they could? Come on now, the wicked slave master taught/made our forefathers do that. That’s all the slave master wanted us to do work like a slave and sex
like a slave so he could turn more of our ancestors into slaves. And you wonder why
we have so many babies.
The press says we fight each other. Well, we had tribal wars before the beast but
we never killed each other in our own neighborhoods. This in fighting was taught to
us during slavery when slaves were forced to beat/punish each other at the slave mas
ter’s request. You’ve seen Roots and Mandingo. You know what I’m talking about.
There is only one thing worse than letting the white press decide what is good or
best for the black community and that is letting the white press get away with it!
Respect your black newspapers, radio stations and television shows because there
and only there will you find out the true feelings and aspirations of the black commu
nity.
Malcolm X once said, “Don’t let the white man speak for you,” and if you were
smart, you’d say it too!

Send Us News!
If

you

have

information

might make a good article for
this paper, send it in, and we'll
try to

use

it

in

an

upcoming

issue.

"Since I hurt my back at the plant, I
can't return to my old job.
Fortunately, my Workers'
Compensation lawyer included a
good retraining program in my bene
fits. Now I've found work I'm quali
fied to do, even with my disability!”

In our state, Workers'
Compensation laws are very
complex. If you have a job-relat
ed Injury or occupational dis
ease, our experienced Workers'
Compensation attorneys can be
sure you are adequate
ly compensated.

’’All I want
to do is go
back to
work.”

ATTORNEY AT LAW
“With this faith we will be able to work together, to pray together, to
struggle together, to stand upforfreedom together, knowing that we will
befree one day. ”
- Martin Luther King, Jr.

IDE WELCOME VOUR
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

that

NATHANIEL W. TINDELL, II
Tampa: 205 West Buffalo Ave., Suite 103
Tampa, FL 33603 - (813) 237-3560
Clearwater / St. Petersburg - (813) 443-1835
Bradenton / Sarasota - (813) 748-2952
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N-Team And NCNW Youth Partnership
by Dianne Speights
ST. PETERSBURG Are today’s youths more
interested in video games,
loud music or giving of their
time and service? Certainly at
first glance, most of them
probably don’t appear to be
overly interested in commu
nity service for it means sacri
ficing the time and energy
they coulcl be using to do
other things. Some may even
show little knowledge of the
responsibilities that neighbors
have to each other as well as
the responsibilities that ac
company the freedoms of cit
izenship.
In general, most communi
ties share similar responsibili
ties or needs in the following
areas: care of the elderly, dis
abled, handicapped and chil
dren; alleviating hunger and
homelessness; environmental
beautification; crime, drop
out and drug/alcohol preven
tion; and reducing illiteracy.
Actually, there is an
increasing number of young
people who rate social action
as a priority in their lives. One
such group is the Precious
Jewels, a youth council of the
National Council of Negro
Women, SL Petersburg met
ropolitan section.
The youth council com
pleted its first community ser
vice project which was to
restore beauty, charm and
dignity to the historical land
mark, Faynne A. Ponder
Council House at 1835 9th
Avenue S. The project could
not have been a success with
out the help of some key
community members, the
youth explained. They
acknowledge the help of Don
McRae, Bob Gilder, the vol
unteer members of the NTeam, the Positive Black
Men social club, parents,
NCNW members and the
Amis-A-Me social club, who
provided coordination and
leadership.
NCNW applauds
the
hard work of the youth and
their contribution to the
council and service to the
community.

Kneeling (L-R): Levi Thomas, Errod Chanceler, John Thomas, Tikisha
McRue, Khana Riley, Sable Nerut and Brandy Williams.
Standing (L-R): Carlos McGee, Clifton Tarver and Andrea Simmons of
Positive Black Men Social Club, Dianne Speights and Dannie Williams, NTeam.

.

First Time Buyers Rush To Get
DESIGNS
6.375% Mortgage Rate

iAiA» «-r
You Can Find These Products At These Locations: WAV tc
PkOFESSlONAL HAIR CARE PRODUCTS

ESSENTlALST'

CLEARWATER
“Lenders have provided
over $65 million in mort
gages to first time buyers in
Pinellas, Pasco and Polk
counties in the first four days
of the program,” said Dar
lene Kalada, director of the
Housing Finance Authority
of Pinellas County when
describing the response to
the lowest mortgage rate
ever offered by the authority
that became available on
Aug. 4. The program pro
vides 6.375% 30-year fixed
rate financing for first time

homebuyers. Kalada said
that over $18 million
remains available on a first
come, first served basis. She
described the program fur
ther, “We’ve created an
option that provides 4% of
the loan amount that may be
used toward down payment
and closing costs. We’ve
even created an option for
PinelIas County low income
buyers that offers both an
interest rate of 5375% and
5% of assistance at closing.
We worked with Pinellas
County and the city of St.

We Welcome Your Letters to the Editor
By AppointmehtOmy

Custom Jewelry
By Akins
Master Jeweler
Charlie Akins
Hm. (904) 696-7690
Jacksonville, FL

Re-design Jewelry
From Your Old Gold
Repairs While
You Wait

Petersburg to create this
opportunity.”
In general, borrowers must
be a first-time home buyer
(they cannot have owned
and lived in a home consid
ered their principal residence
in the last three years), must
live in the home they buy as
their principal residence,
qualify for credit and meet
the following income and
sales price limits:

Income Limits
1 &2 person households,
$40,900
3 or more person house
holds, $47,035
Sales Price limits
Pinellas & Pasco
New, $118,338; Existing,
$86,362
Polk
New, $87,343; Existing,
$71,111

BY DESIGN T

CaRla $ Hair Affair

' Artistic Hair FASHion \

321-6802

321-4840

Yogi's Hair Studio
328-1900

A*Qoeen BeautY SALON

AngelAzs Hair Safari

327-5241

323-4840
" C & C Hair Design
‘

447-3090

f

327*5182
' Rqber/s HaiR SaLon
866-7070

For more information, call
the authority at 1-800-8065154.

ST. PETERSBURG PED1ATRICS
MARIANO D. CIBRAN, M.D.
is pleased to announce
the association of
ATHENA L. RICHARDSON, M.D.
in the practice of Pediatrics

New Patients welcome
1012 - 4th Street South

2818 ■ 54th Ave. South

St. Petersburg, FL 33701

St. Petersburg, FL 3371

(813, 894-2231

(813) 867-5788

Helen's Beautv Salon
.< < Emeraid Qty
"
447-4548

-

jlicL Fteninsuk-

400 - 49th ST. SO

c.eo.foo(L-

NEW HOURS:
Mon.-Sat. 11:00 AM-9 PM
Closed Sunday

...tvhene the

(moU

thefo eeafoed...
fawtity km
oven 19 ye/vta.

i

Large Shrimp
Dinner
Fried, Steamed, or Scampi

$8.99

2 Phone Lines For Your Convenient®
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King Tilt, St. Pete's
Very Own-------------

ST. PETERSBURG
by
Bob Gilder

TOGETHER

Residents Are
Invited To Attend
Citizens Police
Academy
The St. Petersburg Police
Department invites city resi
dents to attend the next Citi
zens Police Academy begin
ning on Monday, Sept. 29.
The citizens police academy
is a brief overview of the
internal values, philosophy
and operations of the police
department. The academy
educates citizens about the
hows and whys of law en
forcement, said Officer Jim
Giambruno of the crime pre
vention unit.
Topics covered during the

Charlie “King Tut” Tutson holds unidentified baby.
by Bill Blackshear________
ST. PETERSBURG - It
was a rainy Saturday after
noon and I was suffering the
worst kind of loneliness my
first week away from home.
Camp Soule in N Pinellas
County was home to hun
dreds of Boy Scouts cele
brating a summer jamboree.
I huddled in the cramped
quarters of my pup tent,
rained in and desperately
needing the reassurance that
only my mom could offer
when I noticed drifting over
the air waves, the most
haunting rendition of Stormy
Weather I had ever heard.

The music was coming from
the mess hall. I hurried to the
hall and found it crammed
with

cheering,

stomping

scouts and scoutmasters. On
stage was a finely muscled
man with close cropped hair
playing Stormy Weather on
a bugle. I stood transfixed
and excited. Many of the
guys were screaming Tut!
Tut! and King!
I was to learn later that this
was Charlie “King Tuf’ Tut
son, a legend. Tut was my
best man when I wed Betty
Booze, for we became as
close as brothers. Tut dedi
cated his life to the welfare

NEWS DEADLINE IS 4 PM MONDAY

and growth of boys. St. Pete
is not likely to ever see a
“Tut” again, but boy how
lucky we all were to have
him for a while. Many of us
owe you, “King!”

course address both sides of
law enforcement which are
seen by the public and those
areas seldom seen. The acad
emy .is a six-week course
held on Monday and Wed
nesday evenings from 6 to 9

at St. Petersburg Junior College/Allstate campus, 3400
34th Street S.
The purpose of the acade
my is to provide enough
information to residents

Herbst. Classes include visits
from officers from the patrol,
traffic, intemaI affairs, detec
tive and narcotics divisions.
The narcotics officer shows
participants, many of whom
have never seen drugs such
as cocaine or heroin, exam
ples of different types of nar
cotics.
Participants also visit the
police pistol range and learn
how to shoot hand guns.
Additionally,’there are ridealong programs where par
ticipants can tide with an
officer for a few hours to
experience-that officer’s day.
If you’re interested in be
coming part of the citizens

Business Development Cen
ter, will present entrepre
neurial training to help
women and minority small
business owners to deter-

mine what may be available
for them in government con
tracting. The training will be
held from 6 to 9 pm at the
Enoch Davis Center, 1111
18th Avenue S.
To find out more, call Lynn
Williams from 8:30 am to 5
pm Thursdays and Fridays at
894-1810.

You! Can Make A Difference help support our paper by.
patronizing our advertisers!

Over 50 Career Choices

cerns of the community, said
Officer Giambruno.
“The academy gives peo
ple a better understanding of
what police actually do and
it’s hands on,” said Commu

HIGH QUALITY, LOW TUITION,
FINANCIAL AID, JOB PLACEMENT
• Electronics • CAD • Printing • Commercial Art
• Business Ed • Auto Meoh & Body • Truck Driving
• Diesel • Health Occ • Dental, Medical • Pharmacy Asst
• Culinary Arts • Landscaping • Optical • Cosmetology

nity Police Officer Harry

• Child Care • Const Trades • Travel Agent
• Industrial Machining Maintenance • Machining/CNC
• Welding • Electricity • Appliance Repair

SPACE
AVAILABLE

REGISTRATIONS
NOW BEING
ACCEPTED FOR
AGES 2-5

ST. PETERSBURG- On
Friday, Sept. 5, the US Small
Business Administration, in
conjunction with the Univer
sity of South Florida’s Small

Pinellas Technical
Education Centers

port through education and
information. The department
also becomes more aware of
the needs, feelings and con

OPEN DATE
SEPT. 2,1997

Training For
Women And
Minority Small
Business Owners

police academy, call Officer
Giambruno at 893-7992.

about the police department,
policy activity and law en
forcement in general. Under
standing can dispel suspi
cion and misconceptions and
increase police/citizen rap

FOR 50

St. Petersburg Campus

STUDENTS

901 34th St. S. • (813) 893-2500
1137 - 37th Street SOUth

Clearwater Campus

for REGISTRATION forms & INFORMATION,

6100 154th Ave. N. •

PHONE PRAYER TOWER 321-0670 (10:30 A.M. - 2:30 P.M.)
AFTER 2:30 P.M. PHONE 896-9208 or 894-0511

(813) 538-7167

• A Non-refundable Registration Fee Will Be Required At Time of Registration
• Registration Requires: Certified Birth Certificate and Immunization Record
(Form 680A)

INFORMATION LINE 588-6009

• Temporary Medical Exemption May Be Granted In Compliance With Florida
Department of Health

Pinellas County Schools - An equal opportunity institution for education & employment

OPPORTUNITY

IS

JUST

AROUND

THE

CORNER.

Th
perfect job opportunity is closer than you thought. 7-Eleven is looking for highly
tivated, experienced individuals for our Store Manager and Field Consultant Training
Programs. Store managers need experience in retail or food service management, strong
interpersonal skills, and the ability to manage people, time,, and resources efficiently.
&

Field consultants work with store managers to maximize store efficiency and
profitability and need 3 to 5 years of multiunit management experience in
a retail or fast-food environment or similar experience. College

-A ?:

education is always a plus. To find out about the opportunities
■

around your corner, contact 7-Eleven Corporate Personnel
at Dept. AA-8107, 2711 N. Haskell, Dallas, TX 75204.
Fax us at (214) 841-6688 or e-mail your resume to
www.7-II.com.
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ENTERTAINMENT
Angela Robinson
Exhibits New Art

Al Downing All Stars
In Jazz Concept

“Let’s Go to the Smithson
ian,” is still being used today.

ST. PETERSBURG The Al Downing All Stars
will be featured in a jazz con
cert on Sunday, Aug. 24

While
in
Washington,
Robinson was also on staff
as an artist at The Washing
ton Post and at the local CBS
affiliate where she created an
innovative graphics tech

from 3 to 5:30 pm at the CNote Cafe and Nightclub at
526 Central Avenue. With
the legendary Downing on
piano, artists will be Ernie

nique for the evening news.
Subsequently, CBS adapted
her technique, which was
formed through the use of
UPI wire service photos, for
all of its affiliates.
Today, Angela Robinson
derives great personal satis
faction from volunteering as
an art docent to Los Angeles
first graders. “I love teaching
six year olds about the lives
and techniques of Matisse,
Gaughin and Van Gogh and
how to pronounce their

SAVANNAH, GA- Sur
realist painter Angela Robin
son will exhibit her new
works at the Savannah Col
lege of Art and Design in
Savannah, GA from August
21 through September 8.
Angela Robinson has been
the pride of private collectors
(including actress Sharon

Robinson’s career began in
Washington, DC where,
after graduating from the
Pratt Institute with a BA in
graphic design in 1974, she
created the design and logo
for the Smithsonian Insti

Stone, musician Bobbie McFerrin and former Spelman
College president Johnetta
B. Cole) for many years. Her
medium is diverse and con
sists mainly of oils that are
painted on large canvases
(including debris from the
1995 Northridge earthquake
in Los Angeles).

tute’s newsletter that was
distributed to schools nation
wide. The design concept,

everything. It's so funny,"

a singer.
The young ladies of

says Monique. "It was right

'shades' create sexy har

then and there that we knew

monies for their songs, bal

it

lads and uptempo tracks as

in the dorm and videotaped

Shades

could

work,"

adds

Tiffanie.

well. "I think the 'shades'

Within a week of meet
ing, the four were rehears
ing together and laying the
foundation for the har
monies that would become

style musically is a mixture
of things," says Danielle.
"There's something for

the'"shades sound".

There are many 'shades'
to life...When it comes to
music, there are four

ring to the fact that each girl

words,"

possesses a unique lead

"simple, classic, fun, youth

voice, intricate personality,
background and vocal style.

ful yet sensual and real."
"We are also unlimited

These ladies represent four

musically," says Monique.

distinct shades of women

"Shannon plays piano, we

who blend their histories

all

and experiences into one

There's no limit, and we're

voice.
Inspiration

their

just starting up."
"Our sound is all that we

sound, R&B with a strong

are," says Shannon. "In

pop feel, came from many
sources. Some of the

general,

group's overall favorites

ties, tones and vibes for

include many of the current

each other, which blend in

and legendary hitmakers

harmony. The four of us are

for

and Stevie Wonder.

school, college, not know
come together and become
'shades', Motown's newest

and

be described in a few key

Jackson, Donnie Hathaway

come to mind: Danielle,
Monique

themselves 'shades', refer

hits on the radio. They lived
their lives, attending high

Tiffanie,
Shannon.

entry in its fine history of

Image four young
girls...they sang-in church,

girl groups.
"The day we met we just

in school choirs, in small

clicked. We sang for hours

adults."
"Our style, both musi
cally and fashionwise, can

such as Whitney Houston,
Mariah Carey, Michael

ing that one day they would

everyone, from teenagers to

The girls decided to call

groups with friends, to the

'shades' that immediately

names,” she says. “It’s
intriguing to see young chil
dren incorporate these
famous artists’ techniques
into their own precious art
work.”
Angela Robinson is mar
ried to actor John Wither
spoon (The Wayans Bros.)
and resides in Los Angeles.

Daniel found an idol
much closer to home. "As a
child, I remember watching
my Dad perform," says
Danielle who grew up in
Boston dreaming of becom
ing a professional vocalist.
"He inspired me to become

adds

write

and

Shannon,

arrange.

another."

Duo Bursts On
The Music Scene

and performing, they both
love to play golf. However,
they do have their differ
ences, which seem to en
hance their music, making it
truly a sound that is a total
composite of Salwa and
Safiyya and therefore,
Eunique.
Eunique is as versatile as
its chosen name when it
comes to singing. Their
debut album Free Your Mind
offers easy listening R&B
selections, mid-tempo bal
lads with swinging beats and
sassy lyrics.
As Eunique steps forward
with a style and grace of soft
harmony
that’s
rather
unique, listen, relax, let go
and enjoy something purely
Eunique.

following, but as their name,
Eunique implies, they also
realize it Eunique consists of
two sisters, Salwa and
Safiyya Al-Ghani. These
young ladies have garnered
a burgeoning following
through their beginnings in
the bay area and are current
ly exploding on the music
scene. They promise to be
come one of the most suc
cessful R&B groups to
come from northern Califor
nia in the past decade.
The sisters began singing
together when they were five
and six years old. As Safiyya
says, “We began singing in
our rooms.” Salwa adds,
“Then at 10 and 11, we per
formed in our first talent

ATTN: WRITERS

'shades' of one
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Please, when sending in pictures to be
published

include
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and
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numbers. Otherwise, we have no way of

“A KNOCK-YOUR-SOCKS-OFF THRILLER!
-Larry King, CNN
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TRI-CITY 8

10500 Ulmerton Road
581-5199
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UNITED ARTISTS

MAIN STREET J

PALM HARBOR 10

HNEUASMRK

27928 US Hwy 19 N.

37912 US Hwy. 19 N

796-8905

2/10 ML N. Pinelhs Sq. Mall
576-5347
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fire you looking for a
place to go?

LISTEN TO VOUR FRUORITE
OLDIES
Euery Friday Niyht
9 PM until ?
1331 - 18th Ruenue South
823-1169
Hit Music by Lady “C”

East Bay Dr. & US 19
53I-2W2

Come To Spot Lites
—For Great Jazz—
ST. PETERSBURG - Want to
hear some real jazz, Spot Lites
(1538 16th Street S.) is the place

Miss Butch Records A owner and artist Jimmy Lewis,
who wrote the smash hit song, “Bill,” for Peggy
Scott-Adams, just released his new album on his
label, entitled “SoulGasm.”
* i The ablum features the single “See You
Next Weekend” with Peggy Scott-Adams and
“Hold On To What You’ve Got” with Little
Richard. These new singles are being added to radio
stations across the country every day.
Captured in the picture are: (L-R): Jimmy
Lewis and Little Richard.

-

22nd Aw.
347-3379
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LARGOMALLS

Outside Seminole Mall
393-6862
MUVICO

CROSSROADS 8
66th

Jimmy Lewis
Gives The
World A
“Soulgasm”

Why not uisit
THE ELKS LODGE?

knowing who they are. Thank you.

®

for more information.

show.” They both said that it
was their father who became
involved in their love for
music and supported them.
Besides singing, recording

by Lanier
HOLLYWOOD, CA There is a very new, talented
and successful duo bursting
out from Oakland, CA Not
only are they unique to their

it's simply an

extension of our personali

simply

Salwa and Safiyya

Calhoun on saxophone,
Boris Lebedinski on guitar,
Ray Rosenbloom on drums
and Kenny Walker on bass.
The concert is sponsored by
the Al Downing Jazz Associ
ation and the city of St.
Petersburg. Phone 888-5664

Chris Tucker

HEATHER Locklear

Charlie Sheen

Paul Sorvino

every Sunday live from 8 pm to
12:45 am. Hear Henry Ashwood
and his Jazz Messengers.

For thousands of years, man has been evolutions greatest creation.
Until now.

“THE SCARIEST MOVIE
0F THE SUMMER!”
. ‘ MfsIBC-TV- Jeffrey Lyons

“A FIRST-RATE,
HEART-POUNDING THRILLER!’
-ABC-TV. Greg Procaccino

MIMIC
THE ft C CIAI ME 0 N E

OOE^l'

www.dimensionlilms.com
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National Deaf Dancers Give Superb Performance
TAMPA- Excellent, great,
superb were just a few of the
expressions echoed by the
audience as they watched the
National Deaf Dance Theater
(NDDT) group from Wash

several spectacular dances
with his multi-talented co
director Warren Snipe.

ington, DC.

Other performers include
Ronnie Bradley, Troy Miles,
Nicholas Latanne and Henry
Spencer. Jeff Pecot, stage

The group’s recent per
formance in Tampa blended
high energy jazz dance with

manager and James Jordan,
interpreter, also contributed to
the successful affair.

American sign language and
theater.

For bookings or additional
information, contact Mildred

Fred M. Beam, a gifted
Tampa native, is the director
of the NDDT and performs

Rucker at 661-0642 (voice or
TDD) or by e-mail at iconfound@ao.com.

NEWS DEADLINE IS
4 RM. MONDAY

Willie Gary Hits City
Of Hallandale For AJ
Record Verdict

Do YOU HAVE
SOMETHING YOU'D
LIKE TO SELL?

WHY NOT
ADVERTISE IT IN THE

Weekly
CHALLENGER?

You'll

be HAPPY

TO SEE HOW
REASONABLE OUR
RATES ARE.

Call

896-2922

OR COME IN TODAY:

2500 9th St. S.

St. Petersburg

Black Man ‘Lynched’
in Virginia
ELK CREEK, VA- The
Grayson County sheriff is
unsure of whether the torch
ing and beheading of a black
man by two white men was
a hate crime but civil rights
leaders have called the inci
dent a lynching.
The victim, Garnett P.
Johnson, 40, and the two sus
pects were seen together for
several weeks before the July
25 murder, said Grayson
County Sheriff Jerry Wilson.
The FBI has been told about
the grisly murder in case it is
later classified as a hate crime,
said Sheriff Wilson.

a lynching,” said Southern
Christian Leadership Confer

Johnson was doused with
gasoline, burned alive and
then beheaded with an ax by
Louis Ceparano, who is from
Brooklyn, NY, police said.
The decapitation occurred
outside Ceparano’s trailer,
they added.
Ceparano is charged with
first degree murder and
Emmett Cressell Jr. faces
murder charges. Cressell, 37,
reportedly told investigators
he saw Ceparano drag John
son out of foe trailer. Then, he
reportedly said, Ceparano set
the victim on fire.
“This was nothing less than

ence president Rev. Joseph
Lowery.
The sheriff told foe media
foe FBI was informed about
foe crime but nothing has surfaced to indicate that foe mur
der was racially motivated.
Elk Creek is located in
southwestern Virginia and foe
county has a population of
about 16,000 people, said a
local law officer. He did not
have a racial breakdown for
foe county or city but foe
nearest large town is Roa
noke, VA which is about 125
miles away.

According to foe Washing
ton Post, Ceparano does not
remember everything that
happened foe night of foe
murder. The accused murder
er said he took “fantasy pills,”
drank beer and bouibon mix
ed with Mountain Dew and
moonshine.
“There was excessive
drinking. There’s a good por
tion of foe evening I don’t
remember. I don’t know if
things might rear up on me
later. We were friends, and
I’m sad about what hap
pened,” Ceparano
said,
according to foe Post.

L-R: Atty. Michael Lewis, Yvonica Johnson, Atty. Willie E. Gary and Atty.
Jean Lewis.

PUBLIC
STUART - A Broward
bounty Circuit Court jury
etumed one of foe largest
/erdicts ever awarded in
south Florida in foe wrongful
leath of a five-year-old boy.
Attorney Willie Gary of Sto
ut asked for and got a
517,528,918,51 judgement
igainst the city of Hallandale
whose negligence, Gary
iaid, caused the drowning
leafo of James Johnson.
James Johnson, 5, was reg
istered in foe Hallandale city
Jay camp. His mother Yvoneia Johnson was never
advised that foe day camp
activities included swim
ming. James Johnson could
not swim and his mother

FRAMING

Special
$29.95
Reg. $74.95
Up To 24“ x 36"

contended that she never
gave permission for day
camp counselors to take him
into foe pool. Pool supervi, sors admitted that they did
not know whether foe day
campers could swim and
they did not administer a
swimming test.
Gary argued that “foe city
of Hallandale was negligent
in failing to properly super
vise little James in foe pool
and for failing to test him for
swimming before allowing
him to go into foe water
without an adult attendant.”
The city maintained that
the mother was negligent for
failing to advise the day
camp of foe fact that foe

child could not swim. Assis
tant city attorney Joe Mur
phy asked the jury to place a
substantial portion of the
blame on the child’s mother
and grandmother, Mary
Johnson.
Johnson, who has strug
gled emotionally each day
since her son’s death, vowed
she would fight for justice.
Her attorneys, Willie Gary,
Mike Lewis and Jean Laws
took that fight to foe bitter
end. After five days of hotly
contested testimony, foe jury
returned a verdict in favor of
the estate of James Johnson
and his mother.

$ GET CHILD SUPPORT $

NOTICE

THE DISADVANTAGED MINORITY/DISADVANTAGED WOMEN BUSINESS
ENTERPRISE AND SMALL BUSINESS ENTERPRISE PROGRAM FOR
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY WILL SUNSET SEPTEMBER 30, 1997. THE
BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS WILL CONSIDER RE-AUTHORIZ
ING THIS PROGRAM AT A WORKSHOP SCHEDULED FOR

Now Get Yours!
Hear How You Can
Collect Your Back
Child Support.
Call 1-900-255-7600
$1.99/min., 18+,
TCI (813) 344-1108

AUGUST 27,1997
BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS CHAMBERS
9:30 A.M.
601 E. KENNEDY BLVD., 2ND FLOOR
WE ARE REQUESTING YOUR PRESENCE AND SUPPORT AT THIS, WORK
SHOP
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CONTACT:
SPENCER ALBERT - 276-2735

AFRICAN ART CALLERY
AND CUSTOM FRAMING/INC.
BIacL AmisT
CATAloqs

1907

SpECiAlizilNtj iN AfeiCAN ARTS,
AMERICAN ARTS, cloillES,

craHs

ANd jewElRies

Drew Street, CIearwater,

FL 54625

(815) 461 <5552 • (815) 4474728

Fax

EMAIL: JOELADE@IX.NETCOM.COM

aO-70%

SERVING
PINELLAS • HILLSBOROUGH
POLK • PASCO • HERNANDO
CITRUS • MANATEE COUNTIES

FURNITURE!
ELECTRONICS!
COMPUTERS!
WALL ART!
ACCESSORIES!
DON'T DELAY!

FOR ABOUT AN HOUR OF YOGR
TIME YOG COULD EARN $l,000'S
• NOTHING TO BUY
• NO CONTRACTS TO SIGN
• NO MONEY TO INVEST
• NO GIMMICKS

■8989 TOLL FREE

CENTER
FURNITURE

I

HOURS:
M-F 10-7
SAT. 10-6

VISA
AMEX
MASTERCARD

APPLIANCES

30 DAY
LAYAWAYS

ELECTRONICS

894-7607
4384 - 6th Street South, St. Pete

I
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Mercedes Walker

HACC Program
OCALA - The On My
Own program at Howard
Academy Community Center
entered four of its clients into

Project Quick Start at CFCC
on June 25. All four clients
completed the program on
Aug. 11 with high marks.

Society In
Ocala
Florence Williams Ray

—--------------------;

Janice Nunn Nelson & Cast

Project Quick Start offers the
incoming college student
English, reading, math, leader
ship, motivation and study

how. Its membeis are black
gentlemen whose careers
include salesmen, accoun
tants, EMT, electricians and
cable technician, who range in
age from their 20s to mid-40s.
Their investment strategies
are clear and concise: Diversi
fication into the communica
tion, technology, insurance,
banking and energy markets;
choose those stocks that will
double in five years; invest
only in potential growth com
panies; re-invest all dividends
and invest regularly.
The club is a member of the
National Association of Inves
tors Corporation and gains in
sight in a variety of areas from
choosing and learning more
about market strategies to part
nership agreements. Currently,
the organization is looking to
expand its membership in the
central Florida area. For more
information on becoming a
member, contact Wesley
Woodberry in Ocala at 352351-8405 or Phil Johnson in
Tampa at 813-7964534.
Club Meeting
• The Heavenly Vision feder
ated club of Marion and Citrus
counties will meet on Satur
day, Aug. 23 at Progressive
Union MB Church. The
meeting of choirs starts at 7:30
pm. Rev. H. Boone is host

Janice Nunn Nelson & Cast
Live Production
Ocala’s Mt. Zion AME
will present Janice Nunn
Nelson and the Chosen Ones
in a live production on Satur
day, Aug. 30. The perform
ance, See How They Done
My Lord, will take place at
Forest High auditorium,
1614 SE Ft. King at 6 pm.
Tliis is truly a production of
professional quality and is
recommended for family
viewing anytime during the
year. You will be sure to mar
vel at this dynamic and mov
ing production, which also
features the renowned Mt,
Tabor AME Gospel Choir
with Dwayne Fields serving
as minister of music. The
choir will give a mini-concert
prior to curtain call.
Heading up the production
is Janice Nunn Nelson (Miss
Black Florida 1973-74). She
has performed in Your Arms
Are Too Short To Box With
God, When Hell Freezes
Over I’ll Skate, both Broad
way productions. She has
toured Europe on Miss BIack
America entertainment shows.
Nelson has done a documen
tary film for Tony Brown’s
Journal She has been a director/producer for 10 years.

This production is based on
one of the oldest and most
moving stories in the Bible. A
story that has been told many
times and yet possesses a wit
nessing power which becomes
stronger and mote powerful
each time it is told Contact
Andre Nelson at 629-7494 or
Sonia Battey at 732-3890 for
more info.
Financial Club
Empowerment Investment
Ltd. is a financial club orga
nized and operated by a group
of young black working-class
men which began in March
1996. Two of the founders,
Wessley Woodberry and Wal
lace Loggins, attended the mil
lion man march and returned
with the desire to do some
thing positive for their families
as well as for their communi
ties. The inspiration to gain
empowerment led to the idea
of starting an investment club.
It took root
The premise was to start a
positive organization where its
members not only could be
come financially secure, but
also educate others in the black
community about how an
organization such as this could
be successful simply by com
mitment and financial know-

pastor.
The federation includes
Welcome Stranger, Progres
sive Union, Dunnellon and
White Star Singers. Deacon
Douglas Smith is president
Birthday Greetings
Happy birthday greetings go
out to Qzie Lean Brown, Aug.
17; Rudolph Jacobs, Aug. 28
and Lawrence Shelton, 30th.
Harris-Mount Wedding
On Saturday, Aug. 16 at
Greater Hopewell MB
Church in Ocala, Bobbie
Harris and Trent L. Mount
were joined together in holy
matrimony. The Rev. Dennis
Hagins Sr. officiated.
The ceremony included
pre-nuptial music, lighting of
candles, solos, seating of
mothers, introduction to mar
riage, exchange of vows and
rings, lighting of unity can
dle, the Lord’s Prayer and
pastoral prayer.
The wedding party consist
ed of the bride’s mother Celia
Berrian, groom’s mother
Ester M. Mount, George
Berrian, who gave away the
bride; Maid of Honor Tonya
Bright, Best Man Nathaniel
Woods, bridesmaids Paige
Zow, Karen Woodberry, Tara
Woods, Lisa Woods, Tina
Pittman and Valerie Leechman; groomsmen Lorenzo
Williams, Eddie Williams,

skills, financial aid assessment,
fiee tuition, if eligible, career
exploration,
institutional

course credit up to 8 hours and
a recognition banquet
Project Quick Start officers

Kelvin Butler

Bridgette Cuspard
Hagins

Tazra Cuspard

Tracey Cuspard

are Eve Anderson, president;
Tazra Cuspard, vice president;
class representatives Tarsha

Poole, Bridgette Hagin and
Mercedes Walker.
Persons interested in On My

Own and Quick Start pro
grams should contact Rimes at
629-7082.

Marcus Wright, Wesley
Woodberry, Charles Mount
and Emery Woods.
Also, junior bridesmaid
Cicely Renee Berrian, flower
princess Leandra Fluker,
ushers Edgar Brown and
Greg Williams; ring bearers
Robert Harris Jr, Trent
Mount Jr and Je’Audray
Fluker. The coordinators
were Ariminia Rogers and
Cynthia Taylor.
Musical Benefit
SL Paul AME Church at
718 NW 7th Street in Ocala
is sponsoring a musical ex
travaganza on Saturday, Aug.
23 at 7 pm. Choirs, quartets,
soloists and musicians from
far and near will join in the
celebration. This extravagan
za will benefit St. Paul Chris
tian Academy, which is locat
ed at the church.
SL Paul Christian Acade
my announces its fall acade
mic program which started
Aug. 11. School day is from
7:45 am to 3 pm; extended
day is 6:45 am-6 pm. They
are offering academic learn
ing experiences for excel (24 years old) K-5th Grade. For
details, call 352-622-8921.

Headline artist for the Coors Light Festival recently held in Cincinnati was Grammy-Award winning
Patti LaBelle who poses backstage for a photo with officials from the Coors Brewing Company and Black
Entertainment Television's Rachel Stuart. From left are Dennis Maple, Coors' field marketing director
and his wife Donna; Ms. LaBelle; Rachel Stuart, host BET; and Ivan Burwell, Coors' director of ethnic
marketing. This is the eighth year-of the company's title sponsorship of the three-day music event.

SAVE
WATER

Circle Of Service
OCALA- Marion County

Greater Hopewell
The Greater Hopewell Mass
Choir will be in conceit at 4
pm on Sunday, Aug. 31 to
conclude the observance of

the pastor’s, Dr. Geoige W.
Lee’s 31st anniversary. The
church is located at 515 NW
6th Terrace, Ocala.

Maxwell’s Backhoe
& Tractor Service
Tree Services

K

Financial Circle ofServices on
the CFCC Hampton campus,
1501W Silver Springs Blvd,
Ocala is open Tuesdays and
Thursdays from 5-7 pm.
Available services are loan
applications, credit card appli
cations, consumer credit coun-

seling, information on general
banking services.
Participating banks include
AmSouth, Barnett, Hunting-

ton National (former Citizens
National), First Union, Inde
pendent, Nations, Ocala Na
tional, SouthTrust, SunTrust.

I 1314 N.W. 10th Street • Ocala • Located in the Automall |

( 24 KT GOLD PLATING^)
Car Emblems • Boats • Motorcycles • sports Equipment

READING IS

GOLD TRIM
PACKAGE

WHEELS

9 W OFF

VITAMINS

NEON LIGHTING

FOR THE
MIND

GRILLS

All Colors Available

j

Limit 1 Per Customer’ Not Valid W/Any Other Offer
Exp. 9/4/97

Lot Mowing

706 N.W. 13th Ave., Ocala, FL 32675
Phone: 629-9866

United Theological Seminary
and
Bible College
Extension Ocala, Florida
Second Bethlehem Baptist Association
Dr. O.V. Pinkston, Moderator
Dr. Fred Maeweathers, Sr., Center Director
Dr. B.F. Martin, President

352-351-5029 OR 352-237-5215
Tuesday
9:00 AM12:00 PM

Monday
6:30-9:30
PM
Saturday
8:00 AM-

W1/Iw fciJr

Printing & Typesetting

810 N.W. 25 Avenue • Suite #101
Ocala, Florida 34475
352/351-2582 * 352/3514732
Fax: 352/351-5785
Place your order by fax or phone.
We ship anywhere.
No job too big Or tOO small!

10:15 AM

Offering Degrees in Theology, Religious Education,
and Certification in Two Extension Courses
Masters Program
External Studies in the areas above for residents
over 60 miles away
located AT:

1105 Northwest 4th Street, Ocala, Florida 34475
Main Campus in Monroe, Louisiana

TYPE WORLD
'Our Name Says It All!'nr
OPEN 8:30 - 5:00 Monday - Friday
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People: O Lord, according to
all Your righteousness let
Your anger be turned away

Of The

from Your city.
Leader: Cause Your face to
shine upon the sanctuary that
is desolate for the Lord’s sake.

Calendar Girls

Ocala
News

WORLD

People: We do not present
our supplications before You
for our righteousness, but for

by James Thorpe

By Daniel Banks
Home Buyers Club
The Home Buyers Qub is a
mandatory training necessary
for those interested in pur
chasing a home through the
Greater Ocala Community
Development Corporation
(GOCDC). The homes are
very affordable and well built
by Ray’s Construction.
Small Business
In
conjunction
with
CFCC’s continuing educa
tion department, GOCDC
wiIl begin its entrepreneurial
class for those interested in
small business development
in the city of Ocala. Resi

ated; 4 were hired; 4 are
presently in school. CFCC
has 85 students enrolled.

The Litany

MAD DADS has four
Marines under its belt: 28 en
rolled in CFCC; 3 were en
rolled on scholarship at
FAMU; 1 more on the way; 1

A litany is defined by Web
ster as “a form of liturgical
prayer, consisting of a series
of invocations and supplica

' on the dean’s list. MAD
DADS also employed seven
through WWDA.
Minority Representation
Whereas minorities make
up 24% of the Florida youth
population ages 10-17, they

Fast Trac assists entrepre
neurs in building a manage
ment team, using low cost
marketing strategies, devel
oping financial strategies, hir
ing personnel, deciding on
appropriate legal structures
and managing cash flow. Call
352-620-3447 for class dates.
On-Site Certification

represented a larger propor
tion of case totals. For exam
ple, based on 1995-96 data,
African-American youths in
Florida accounted for:
•42% of delinquency cases
received
•51% of cases detained
•39% of cases handled nonjudicially
•45% of cases handled judi
cially
•40% of community con
trol cases
•50% of commitments
•54% of cases transferred to
adult court
Tennis Tryouts

GOCDC and the Marion
County Chamber of Com
merce minority task force
presents on-site certification
with the proper documents
for the state of Florida Minor
ity Business Enterprise Pro
gram on Friday, Aug. 29 from
8 am to 5 pm at the Hampton
campus, 1501 W Silver
Springs Blvd. Call 351-4075
today to schedule an appoint
ment. Only 18 slots available.

Athletic scholarship oppor
tunity. CFCC will hold
women’s tennis tryouts on
Sept. 9,10,11 from 5 to 7 pm
at the CFCC tennis courts.
Tryouts are open to all fulltime women students. Should
you make the tennis team,
you may be eligible for a
scholarship. For further infor
mation, contact coach Jim
Hawkins at 351-9280.
Student Success Seminars

Bicycle Rodeo
Crime Prevention has put
the formerly known crack
house property to positive
use. Bicycle rodeos were held
on June 21 and July 19 at the
site with over 100 kids partic
ipating, over 56 parents and

Do you want to become a
more successful student? Are
you looking for ways to im
prove your academics? Do
you need money to complete
your college education?

dents, homemakers and parttime business persons are
welcome. For more informa
tion, phone 351-4075.
FastTrac

residents attended the events
and commended the officers
for bringing the positive event
to the site. The bicycle rodeo
program’s main focus is in
educating people in the com
munity about helmet and
bicycle laws, increasing their
safety awareness in a fon way
and decreasing the number of
accidents involving cyclists in
the city.
Minority Scholarship
Did you know the Minority
Scholarship at the Ocala
Police Department has sent
23 to school to date? 7 gradu

Miss August
Debra Danielle Gaskin

CFCC can help.
Are you receiving an AA
degree and are interested in
transferring to a state univer
sity? If so, attend the transfer
issues seminar at 11 am on
Tuesday, Sept. 9, in building
5-104.
Do you need some extra
money to pay for your class
es, books, living expenses at
CFCC or the university your
are transferring to? Find out
all you need to know at the
scholarships seminar at 11
am on Tuesday, Nov. 11 in
building 5-104.
For more information, call
•854-2322, ext. 578.

We welcome your
letters to the editor.

Palm and Card

Miss September
Kierra LaShawn Daves

Miss October
Kierra LaShawn Daves

Debra Danielle Gaskin is
first place winner for August
1997. The 2-year-old is the
daughter of Eddie Gaskin Jr.
and the late Debra Gaskin.
Kierra LaShawn Daves
won second place as Miss
September and Miss October
1997. She is three years old
and the daughter of Debra
White and Jerome Daves.
Jazlyn Nicole Jones won
third place and his Miss
November and Miss Decem
ber. She is five years old and
the daughter of Cecil and

Miss December
Jazlyn Nicole Jones

Miss November
Jazlyn Nicole Jones

Linda Jones.

ing, the evil spirits in these
men do not recognize you as
a Christian. This, I explained,
was because the evil spirits in
these men know who is and

My
Testimony

by

Ronald Mathis Sr.

Grace and peace to all the
readers of The Weekly Chal
lenger fiom God the Father,
God the Son and God the
Holy Spirit
In August of this year, a
man walked up to me and
said, “Romeo, why are you in
the cell block?” I replied,
“Because Jesus wants me
here.” He then said, “This
block is for crazy people and
homosexuals.” My response
was: “Jesus went to where the
tax collectors and prostitutes
were to minister the word of
God to them,” and told him I
felt as though I was following

in Jesus’ footsteps by being
here in this block. Then he
told me that he had a problem
that he needed to talk to me
about.
He began by telling me that
there were three men in this
prison who were trying to get
him to go to bed with them,
coming in his room all the
time and lusting after him.
When I asked if they were
white or black, he replied,
“One is white and the other
two are black.” Then I ex
plained his problem was that
while he was claiming to be
reading his Bible and pray-

who is not a child of God. Just
reading your Bible and pray
ing to God won’t make you a
Christian. Only when we
receive Jesus Christ as our
Lord and Savior do we
become children of God.
Some people make Jesus
Lord of their lives but not
their Savior. Then Ifurther
explained that when those
men come around you again,
you should do like Jesus did
when the devil tried to tempt
Him by answering Satan
with the word of God. We all
must use the word of God to
battle anything that Satan tries
to use against us.
Using Scriptures, I urged
him to read these three men
these Scriptures that I then
read to him myself: I Corin
thians 6:9-20; Romans 1:21-

DEADLINE
IS 4 EM.
MONDAY

Please tell your store
owner that he should
be advertising in your
Tri- C ounty C hallenger
He will thank yOu for it,
and we wiU tOO!

Greater Hopewell
Baptist Church
515 N.W. 6th Terrace, ocala
Rev. George W. Lee, Pastor
Sunday School.................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship............11 a.m.
Baptist Training Union ... .5 p.m.
Evening Worship......... ..
.6 p.m.
Prayer Service & Bible Study
Wednesday....................... 6:30 p.m.

land.

Here’s my only statement.
ONE CONVENIENT
MONTHLY STATEMENT
Simplify your finances (and your life!)
with this easy-to-read monthly statement.
Your statement will include activity
on your checking, savings, home
equity loan line, mortgage loan,

So, maybe you're not Mr. Organized when it
comes to handling finances. After all, it's tough

credit card, and more.

to stay on top of things when you've got 6 or 7
different bank statements coming at you each
month. Weil, SouthTrust has an account that's
going to change your life (or at least clear your
desk off). It's our Maximum Advantage Banking

A couple of months after you open the account,
you just may earn that "Mr. Organized" title after all.

• No annual fee
VISA®/MasterCard®*
• No charge for PC banking

(352) 867-7542

NEWS

Maximum Advantage Banking?

bv Cath

.^....^.....................

for the Lord has a controver
sy with the inhabitants of the

the Ocala Police Department
At that time, I made a plea to
area attorneys to consider tak
ing that case pro bono. I’m
able to report today that Atty
Charles R. Holloman will
represent Powell pro bono.
Thanks be to God! (See the
Tri-County Challenger, Aug.
9,1997, voL 29, #48.)

What do I have to say about

MAXIMUM
ADVANTAGE
PERKS

Ocala Ford Motors...............................

one God.
The term rite means “a pre. scribed form of conducting a
ceremony, especially a reli
gious ceremony; a ritual for a
religious service, sacrament
or the like.”
Th eucharist rite is called
the liturgy in the eastern
church and the Mass in the
western church. The rite for
Mass in Roman Catholic
churches is in Latin and is
called the Roman liturgy. In
the Orthodox church, the
eucharist rite is in Greek and
is called the Byzantine rite.
Equipped with this bit of
background information, let
us now read through a litany
for special justice:
Leader Hear the word of the
Lord, you children of Israel;

Daniel 9)
News Update: I reported a
story two weeks ago on the
arrest and treatment of Der
rick Powell by a member of

r

Readings

helo

worship.”
The eucharist is “the sacra
ment of the Lord’s Supper.” It
is “any of various Christian
rites in which bread and wine
are consecrated and distrib
uted at the Communion.” It is
spiritual communion with the

ken and do; defer not
All: For your own sake, O
my God; for Your city and
Your people that are called by
Your Name, (fiom Hosea 4,
Amos 5; Psalm 106 and

Please see pg. 11

Account. With Maximum Advantage, you get one
(and only one) monthly bank statement that
conveniently details activities on all of your
accounts. Sound handy? It is. And, who knows?

Full life adviser tells past, present, and future, can
vou with all affairs of your life. If you are discouraged by
love or business find out why. Distressed by your marriage or
job, I can help you. 25 years experience, same location near

tions with alternate responses
in which clergy and congre
gation join.”
The adjective liturgical is
defined as “of or pertaining to
public prayer and worship.”
The ecclesiastical definition
of Iizwrgy is “the pubhc rites
and services of the Christian
church” or “the eucharistic
rite in any of its historical
forms” or “a rite or body of
rites prescribed for public

People: Because there is no
truth, nor mercy, nor knowl
edge of God in the land.
Leader: You’re treading upon
the poor and you take fiom
him burdens of wheat.
People: You have built hous
es of hewn stone, but you
shall not dwell in them.
Leader: You have planted
pleasant vineyards but you
shall not drink wine of them.
People: For I know your
manifold transgressions and
your mighty sins; you that
afflict the just and take a
bribe; and you that turn aside
from the poor.
Leader: Seek good and not
evil that you may live; and so
the Lord, the God of hosts,
shall be with you.
People: Hate the evil and love
the good and establish justice
in the gate.
Leader: O Lord, we have
sinned and have committed
iniquity and have done
wickedly.

Your great mercies.
Leader: O Lord, hear; O
Lord, foigive; O Lord, hear

To open an account:
Gome by any of our convenient offices
during regular business hours, or call

1-8OO-CALL-STB( 1-800-225-5782),

• No charge for personalized
standard checks
• And a lot more ,

MAXIMUM ADVANTAGE
BANKING MAXIMIZES
YOUR MONEY
• Pays you interest
• Multiple ways to qualify for Maximum
Advantage Banking at no cost

Monday through Friday,
7 am to 7 pm CST or 8 am to 8 pm EST.

J

2620 N.W. Pine Avenue
Ocala, FL 34475

SiffWDiNGS

&
LENDER

•Subject to credit approval.
A certain balance may be required to earn interest.
Member FDIC. ©1997 SouthTrust.

With This Coupon

SouthTrustBank

You’re Not Just Another Customer. We re Not Just Another Bank.
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State Farm
Grants $1.2
Million To Nul

Mojeh Adams

Miss Pre-Teen
Tampa Bay
PETERSBURG - winner, Mojeh will enjoy
Mojeh Adams of St. Peters quite an exciting year and
burg won the 1997-98 Miss will represent this region in
Pre-Teen Tampa Bay Pag the 1998 national competi
eant title on June 15 at the tion to be held at the Omni
Mahaffey Theater. As the Rosen in Orlando in March.
ST.

Back-To-School Basics:
Don’t Forget The Baking
Soda —---------------- --------books to gym clothes are
stored in their locker. Baking
soda is a great way to absorb
unwanted odors in the locker.
You can make a baking soda
sachet for your child’s locker
by filling a clean sports sock
with baking soda and knot
ting the open end, or by
putting baking soda in anoth
er breathable fabric and tying
the loose ends together. Or,
you can use the Arm & Ham
mer Fridge-Freezer Pack,
which will absorb odors with
out spilling.
Finally, throughout the
year, one item that gets the
most use is your child’s back
pack. Anything and every
thing is kept in there, so be
sure to keep it clean and
deodorized.

(NU) - Children every
where are heading back to
school. But don’t send your
kids unprepared — make
sure you arm them with the
tools they will need through
out the year.
It’s time to start packing
those school lunches again.
And since it’s been months
since you’ve used the lunch
box and thermos, make sure
you thoroughly clean and
deodorize them with baking
soda. Sprinkle Arm & Ham
mer Baking Soda on a damp
sponge and clean the interior
of the lunch box. Rinse with
clear water and allow it to dry
completely before packing.
For plastic food containers
and the thermos, soak in a
baking soda solution consist
ing of four tablespoons bak
ing soda dissolved into one
quart of water and rinse
before using.
September doesn’t just
mark the beginning of class
es; it also marks the begin
ning of school sports. That
means many afternoons your
kids will come home with
grass or mud-stained clothes.
To neutralize odors and keep
the rest of your laundry
sweet-smelling, add 1/2 cup
baking soda to your regular
liquid laundry detergent. If
you have dirty clothes that
pile up during the week, it is
also a good idea to sprinkle
baking soda in the laundry
basket to absorb odors before
laundering.
While the kids are at
school, everything from

million 3-year grant in sup
port of the Urban League’s
Campaign for AfricanAmerican Achievement pro
gram was announced at the
NUL’s annual conference in
Washington, DC.
The State Farm grant will
fund Achievement Matters,
an informational campaign
that will work to increase
community awareness of
and involvement in youth
achievement; to combat anti
achievement culture in black
communities and to stress to
adults and community lead
ers the importance of
emphasizing youth achieve
ment. The campaign will
consist of targeted newspa
pers advertising and editori
als in black newspapers pro
moting the Achievement
Matters theme.
Sixty cities are being tar
geted for the program, which
also will include community
rallies, pledge cards, flyers
and posters. Achievement
Matters will be launched in
Los Angeles on SepL 20 to
coincide with NUL youth
celebratory events across the
country.
“This campaign is critical
to the development of the
African-American commu
nity. We are thrilled to have
State Farm’s extensive

(QUIKLUBE)
(

DETAILING
detailing A
V CENTER 7
SINCE lose

Custom Waxing & Detailing

NELUS DEADLINE IS 4 P.M. MONDRV

CARPET & TILE SALE!
Super
Selection
From

$2"
■i

Sq. Yard

13X13 PARK
AVENUE

Designer
BERBERS

COMMERCIAL
LEVEL LOOPS

Hard
Wearing
Stain
Resistant

High Gloss Marblelzed

$499
Tr

Sq.Yard

$129

Elegant
styling
from Spain

Super Heavy
50 0Z. TEXTURE

■

13X13
TUSCON

Sq. Foot

17X17 MANTOBA
Italy's Finest
3 Great
Looking
Colors

Heavy weight

Hundreds to choose
from starting at

Best Selection
Anywhere

Giant Value

Slate Design
Super Value!

Looks like real Marble

$199

$fi99

$1Q99

»1 59

$199

Sa.Yard

From

sq.Yard

■ W Sq.Yard

I

Clearance
Priced To Sell

Emerald & Ebony

Sq. Foot

Sq. Foot

CARPET STORE
TAMPA

ST. PETERSBURG

BAYONET POINT

5015 W. Hillsborough Ave.

SW corner of 22nd Ave. and 28th Street N.

Northeast corner U.S. 19 & Hwy. 52

249-2088

321-9590

868-7424

"THANKS TO BARNETT BANK - OUR
PRAYERS HAVE BEEN ANSWERED"
That’s what Reverend James Lee said when the

220 - 34th Street North, St. Petersburg
(813) 327-1900
8:30 to 5:30 Monday - Saturday

SAVE $3°°

SAVE $2®°

SAVE *2“

Full Service Car Wash,
Polyshell 1000 Wax
System, Undercarriage
Spray & Rust Inhibitor,
Air Freshener

Polish Wax,
Poly Sealant Wax &
Air Freshener

$11.00 plus tax
(Reg. $13.50)

(Reg. $11.95)

Coupon EXPIRES 9/12197

Coupon EXPIRES 9/12/97

Full Service
Car Wash

$9.95

"1”

FULL 76
SERVICE
CAR WASH

SAVE *100
Soft Cloth Car Wash,
Vacuum Interior,
Windows Cleaned, Dash
Dusted, Exterior Towel
Dried & Detailed

plus tax

$7.95
(Reg. $8.95)

St. Matthew’s 1st Missionary Baptist Church
wanted to buy a nearby house for a parsonage:
J
"As a Church, we are not required to keep the kinds offinancial records which
most banks want before making a loan. After being turned down by one bank we decided to go see Barnett. They helped us put together all the documents
and figures we needed. Every time there was a stumbling block, they took us
around it. Barnett walked us through the process to make sure we could qualify
for the loan. Thanks to Barnett, this house of the Lord now has a home."

Coupon EXPIRES 9/12/97

Ordained Psychic Christian Reader & Adviser
HAVE YOU BEEN HOODOOED?
ARE YOU SICK IN ANY PART OF YOUR BODY?

Mother Superior Williams has God given power to help you
overcome your problems no matter how big or small.

I was having bad lack, mis
erable and it seemed like
everything was against
me.Just a few visits to Rev.
Mother Superior Williams
and now I'm doing fine with
a good home and good man
who loves me.
- Hillary Williams

79*

Frora> ^sq.Foot

REV. MOTHER SUPERIOR WILLIAMS

Rev.

Sq. Foot

Ceramic Tile
18X18
ODD LOTS
RENAISSANCE

CARPET
REMNANTS

TEXTURES

$179

24-Hour Self-Service Car Wash

“FRESH 75
& SHINE”

Coupon EXPIRES 9/12/97

day, Aug. 15.
Greenbrook is one of the
more progressive nursing cen
ters in the area. The adminis
tration is innovative and has

Nursing and was recently cho
sen among Who’s Who in
Medicine and Health Care.
the insight to recognize the
These CNAs are eligible to
advantages of sponsoring a take state boards to become
program to train CNAs in licensed in order to provide
cooperation with an educa- nursing care.

We Wash Vans & Pickups Too!

THE
«
WORKS!!!

(Reg. $25.99)

ST. PETERSBURG Greenbrook Nursing Center
held graduation exercises for
its first Certified Nursing
Assistant (CNA) class on Fri

newspapers.
“With the commitment and
involvement of State Farm
and its employees, this pro
gram will move people of all
ages in the black community
to help our children
achieve.”
State Farm employees will
have opportunities to volun
teer for various UL activities
with affiliates implementing
this program throughout the
country.

©

Pinellas County school sys
tem. Kicklighter is listed in
Who’s Who in American

First Certified Nursing Assistant class of Greenbrook Nursing Center. L-R:
Tanzel Williams, Leana McGarrah, Malisha Robinson, Angela Peeples, Sarla
Musgrove, Gina Moss, and front center Alma L. Kicklighter.

"1 BELIEVE THAT THE UNARMED
TRUTH AND UNCONDITIONAL LOVE
WILL HAVE THE FINAL WORD IN
REALITY- I STILL BELIEVE THAT WE
SHALL OVERCOME.”
- MARTIN LUTHER KINO/ JR.

FULL
SERVICE OIL
CHANGE

30 pt. Oil Change &
Safety Check
Includes Oil, Filter,
Lube, Visual Inspect., PLUS “Free Full Service
CarWash"
$22.99 plus tax

coordinated health programs.
Alma L. Kicklighter was the
instructor. She is retired from
the Florida health program
where die held various posi
tions for 35-1/2 years and is
currently employed by the

Crusader

Wash with Oil Change”

CARWASH)

chaige of staff development at
Greenbrook, was program
coordinator. Other supportive
staff include Sandra Ryczek,
administrator, and
Renae
O’Keefe, director of nursing.
Evelyn Gardner is chair ol
the health program at PTEC
She is a strong advocate ol

Hugh B. Price, president and
CEO. “This campaign is in
keeping with the league’s
fine history of taking leader
ship roles in addressing
important issues within our
communities.”
Edward B. Rust Jr, presi
dent and CEO of State Farm,
said: “We should all be con
cerned that there are children
in our society who are not
reaching their potential. Es
tablishing a positive outlook
toward individual achieve
ment is an important step in
tapping into the potential of
these youths. State Farm is
pleased to join the National
Urban League and the Na
tional Newspapers Associa
tion in improving their
prospects for success.”
“We have always respected
the work of the National Ur
ban League and its mission
of focusing on the needs of
African Americans,” said
Dorothy R. Leavell, NNPA
president and publisher of
the Chicago and Gary, IN

She will tell you just what you want to know about friends, ene
mies or rivals; Whether husband, wife or sweetheart is true or
false; How to gain the love you most desire, control or influence
the action of anyone, even though miles away. Tell you of lucky
numbers. She has helped thousands through all walks of life. She
will advise on love, marriage, business, health, divorces, lawsuits,
luck, alcoholics, happiness, spells, success and evil influences of
all kinds. Tells who your friends and enemies are. Guarantees to
remove all evil and bad luck! WHY SUFFER when you can be
helped and freed from all your troubles?

If you are looking for a bank that has faith in you,
call Barnett - we want to answer your prayers too.

Don't fail to call or write to her today.

Rev. Mother Superior Williams

NburBankFbrLife.

3716 W. Horatio, Tampa, FL 33609

(813)874-5581

as

PTEC.
Charlene Cannedy, who is in

can newspaper publishers in
a dynamic partnership,” said

“Free Full Service Car

(PtoificJ

tional institution such

involvement and the com
mitment of African-Ameri

WASHINGTON, DC State Farm Insurance Com
panies will team with the
National Urban League and
the National Newspaper
Publishers Association in a
program to promote youth
achievement in urban com
munities. State Farm’s $1.2

Nursing Center Holds Graduation

Since 1877
All Barnett Banks are insured by the FDIC.

ta
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Lt. Col. Willie P. Dean Assumes Regional

Education
Official
t
From pg-1

Command Of Squadron

Community Bulletin Board

the summit are on time and
on taiget,” says Williams.
“The secretary is committed
to education and community

St Petersburg
Children’s Art Project, Saturday, Aug. 23

partnerships so the bay area
summit is an important visit

Al Downing All Stars in concert, Aug. 24

for him.”
St. Petersburg NAACP
president Gamelle Jenkins
sees the Riley visit as a
chance to discuss the role of

Entrepreneurial training for women and
minority small buiness owners, Sept. 5
Si

Free seminar on how to write a business plan, Sept. 19

churches in support of educa
tion. “The summit provides a
way to talk about communi
ty support, involve all of us in

Ocala
Christians United in Christ

the discussion and improve
education. The summit is the
beginning of important dis

DOVER, DE - Lt. Col. lege and Armed Forces staff
Willie P. Dean has assumed college.
Dean was assigned to the
command of the 436th Civil
832nd Civil Engineering
Engineer Squadron.
Dean was bom on Sept. Squadron at Luke AFB, Ari
23,1955 in St Petersbuig. A zona from 1980 to 1982. In
1973 Dixie Hollins High this tour of duty he served as
School graduate, he graduat the project engineer for facil
ed with a BS degee in civil ities beddown of the F-16
engineering from Howard . Tactical Fighter, the chief of
University in 1979 and was resources and requirements
commissioned in the US Air and as the chief of operations
Force through the ROTC and maintenance.
From 1982 to 1983, Lt.
program in 1980. He receiv
ed an MS degree in engi Col. Dean was enrolled in
neering management from the graduate engineering
the School of Systems and management program at the
Logistics, Air Force Institute school of systems and logis
of Technology, Wright-Pat tics, Air Force Institute of
terson AFB, Ohio in 1983. Technology.
In 1984, Dean arrived in
He is a graduate of squadron
Germany
assigned to the
officer school, Army com
377th
civil
engineering
mand and general staff col

them those passages. Then I
assured him, “Jesus will pro
tect you.”
When I assured him,
“When these men see me or
other Christian brothers, they
will not act like that around
us.” Then I told him that I
was not trying to put him
down or embarrass him, but
he should start letting people
see Christ in him or he would
keep having the same prob
lem. Encouraging him to
quote God’s word to the three
men, I offered to go up to
their rooms to show him that
these men don’t act the same
around everyone. When I
told him that these three men
would start praising God and
thanking Jesus when they
saw me, his lack of belief
became obvious as he turned
and walked away from my
room.
The very next day while
we were standing in the hall
way and he was talking to
one of the three men, as I
walked towards them, the
man with the evil spirit in him
started praising God when he
saw me. During the same
event, another one of the
three men was sitting on the
stairway. As I approached this
second man, he began to
praise God. The friend of
mine with the problem that
had come to me the night
before, was in total amaze
ment at what he was hearing
come out of the mouths of
these men. Later I told him
that what he witnessed were
evil spirits that knew and rec
ognized a true child of God as
compared to those who are
faking. Read Acts 19:13-22
and Luke 8:26-29. God said
that our fight is not against
flesh and blood. (Ephesians
6:10-18)
If we as Christians do not
let others see Jesus in us, we

are Only fooling ourselves
because Jesus has told us,
“Whosoever therefore shall,
confess me before men, him
will I confess also before my
Father which is in heaven.
But whosoever shall deny me
before men, him will I also
deny before my Father which
is in heaven.” (Matthew
10:32-33) So think, good
people, do the people on your
job know that you’re a Chris
tian? Do the people who are
around you daily know that
you are a Christian? Do peo
ple talk vulgar and curse
around you? If your light
shining around you for every
one to see or are you a Sun
day morning Christian? Read
Revelation 3:15-16.
It is time to start telling the
world about Jesus Christ.
Start by letting your light
shine. Read Matthew 5:1316. The word of God says
they will know we are Chris
tians by our love. So if we
•love people, then show it like
Jesus did by spreading the
word and stop letting the
devil scare you. Let everyone
see Jesus in you and make
those demons recognize you
as a child of God, the
almighty. Amen.

Send Us News!
If you have informa
tion that might make
a good article for this
paper, send it in, and
we'll try to use it in

community support,” says
Shelia Keller, community
relations director for Pinellas
County schools. “We are
excited about the summit
and its focus on education,
church and community in
volvement.”
The summit is scheduled
for Sept. 19 at the USF/St.
Petersburg Student Center.

management. In this capaci
ty he led a staff of 36 Ger
man nationals providing
inspection services and qual
ity assurance for USAFE’s
largest continuing mission
construction program.
In 1986 Dean was recruit
ed to the HQ USAFE staff
where he served as a pro
gram manager for facilities
beddown of the ground
launched cruise missile sys
tem. As a GLCM program

You! Can Make A
Difference-help
support our

manager he was responsible
for assuring standardization

paper by

among NATO participants
in the configuration, design
and construction of missile
wing main operating basis.

Presented By Publix Supermarkets
B

Asthma & Food: Know The Facts
(NU) - For some asthma
sufferers, a proper diet is
more than a wishful goal, it’s
a necessary step in leading a
normal life.
Fifteen million Americans
suffer from asthma, which'
results when “triggers” cause
bronchospasms in the lungs,
making breathing difficult.

tives or a food allergen such
as milk, eggs, peanuts, tree
nuts, soy, wheat, fish or shell
fish. But most food additives
are not triggers: Colorings,
nitrates and nitrites, mono
sodium glutamate, aspar
tame, and benzoates are safe.
Sulfites are found in

shrimp, wine, some dried
fruits and vegetables, lemon
or lime juice, and some pickled foods. When sulfites are
used in packaged food, the
Food and Drug Administra
tion requires they be listed on
the food label.

What Do Superstars Dwight Gooden & World
Champion Fred McGriff Have in Common?

patronizing our
advertisers! *

tion that might make a
good

article

for

this

paper, send it in, and

we'll try to use it, in an
upcoming issue.

Nexus — Paul Mitchell
Design Essentials — Menders
Revlon — T.C.B. — Bantu

Hires Hairstyling

At all 7-ll's, ECKERDS, PUBLIX, KASH'N
KARRY and WINN-DIXIE Stores!

3427 - 11th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33713
Telephone: 323-8649

COUPON * COUPON * COUPON * COUPON * COUPON * COUPON * COUPON * COUPON * COUPON * COUPON * COUPON * COUPON

Better Beepers, Inc.
TAMPA

TAMPA

TAMPA

TAMPA

ST. PETE

ST. PETE CLEARWATER

951 E. 7th Ave.
I
1520 E. Fowler
I
4058 N. Armenia
I 2525 E. Hillsborough I
1105 34th St. S
I
880 3rd Ave. S
Mon. - Sat 10:00 - 6:00|Mon. - Sat. 9:00 - 7:001 Mon. - Sat. 10:00 - 7:00tylon. - Sat. 10:00 - 7:0dMon. - Sat. 10:00 - 7:00 Mon. - Sat. 9:00 - 7:00

231-BEEP 1231-BEEP

873-BEEP 231-BEEP

NEW INTEK PAGER
Only $29.95
9utThe Door!!
• ACTIVATION INCLUDED
• PAGER HOLDS 16 NUMBERS

r <iii.oo
‘i:MEETlNG 2:00_

‘ PAGER HAS TIME STAMP
• CHOOSE FROM 5 DIFFERENT
COLORS

an upcoming issue.

BITTER BEEPERS ALSO
HAVE PAGERS AS LOW BS $5.
SO COME IN OR GIVE US A CAU AT

We welcome
your letters
to the editor.

Common triggers includedust, molds, pollen, animals
and air pollution. Others are
colds, weather, exercise,
medications or food.
Food-triggered
asthma
affects 6-8% of asthmatic
children and less than 2% of
asthmatic adults. Often the
trigger is sulfites, sulfite addi

Send Us News!
If you have informa

From pg. 9
23; Revelations 21:1-8. After
hearing the word of God, he
became a&aid that these three
men would get mad at him
and start trouble if he read

cussion in our neighbor
hood,” says Jenkins.
“Quality education in pub
lic schools needs strong

group where he was pro
moted to captain and served
as the chief of construction

My Testimony

quarterly reunion, Sept. 2

821-BEEP

1865 N. Highland
Mon. - Sat. 10:00 - 7:00

821-BEEP

821-BEEP

BETTER BEEPERS TAPES 9F THE WEEK
HOUSE PARTY

PLAYA'S & HUSTLERS

Volume 33

Volume 187

HOUSE SIDE.

PLAYASIDE

• LADIES NIGHT -> LIL KIM, LEFT EYE, MISSY & DA BRAT
• WE LL ALWAYS LOVE BIG POPPA-> LOX
■ YOU BRING ME UP -> KC, JO JO & SNOOP
■ LOOK INTO MY EYES -> BONE THUGS
■MO MONEY MO PROBLEMS -> B.I.G., MASE 4 PUFFY
• NOT TONIGHT -> EIGHT BALL & MJG
■ C U WHEN YOU GET THERE -> COOLIO
■ ALL A DREAM -> BIG MIKE
• SMOKIN ME OUT ->WARREN G
■ WHATEVER -> ENVOGUE

• LET ME HOLLA AT YA -> BLAC HAZE
• CERTAIN THINGS WE DO -> LOST BOYZ
• ROUGH, RUGGED & RAW -> RAGE & OOGG POUND
•DRUGS -> LIL KIM
• 4 THA HUSTLERS -> TOO SHORT, 2PAC, MC BREED
• IF I COULD CHANGE -» MASTER P
■ DUCK -> E-40, B-LEGIT, D-SHOT
■ BURBANS & IMPALAS -> BIG MIKE
• EVERLASTING -> OUTKAST

PARTY SIDE,

• BIG THANGS -> 2 SHORT & ICE CUBE
• BALLIN' •> SPICE 1
• HIT EM UP -» MASTER P & TRU
• GET WITH DA WICKEDNESS -> RAGE
■ ESCOBAR 97 -> NAS
• WORLDWIDE PLAYAS -> 2 SHORT, SPICE 1, D-SHOT
■ CANT STOP -> E-4O & MACK 10
• SHO SHOT-> RAGE
• THUG PARADISE -> CAPONE-N-NOREAGA

• CRUSH ON YOU (REMIX) -> UL KIM
• UP jumps THE BOOGIE -> MAGOO & TIMBERLANO
• GET MONEY -> JUNIOR MAFIA
• ANOTHER -> NOTORIOUS B.l.G. A UL KIM
• WE RE TRYING TO STAY AUVE-> WYCLEF
• I'LL BE MISSING YOU -> 112 FEAT, PUFFY & FAITH
• PUT THE MONEY IN IT -> DAZ » SUPERFLY
• JAZZYBELLE -> OUTKAST
• MEN IN BLACK -> WIU SMITH
• I'LL BE -> FOXY BROWN FEAT, JAY Z
• LOVE, PEACE & NAPINESS -> LOST BOYZ
• OUTRO.... COLO ROCK A PARTY (REMIX) -» MC LYTE

HUSTLERSIDE

NEW RELEASES WEEKLY

* TAPES ARE ONLY 2 FOR $101!
* WE HAVE TAPES REGULAR OR SL000WED
OVER 40 DIFFERENT TAPES TO CHOOSE FROM
* WE ALSO CARRY GOSPEL TAPES

|« Must Present Coupon At Tlme Of Activation *Tampa Locations Only * Some Restrictions Add!v.
OCOUPQN * COUPON * COUPON * COUPON * COUPON * COUPON * COUPON * COUPON * COUPON * COUPON * COUPON * COUPON
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Church News
Prayer Tower
Prayer Tower held Vaca
tion Bible School Aug. 1115. Approximately 100
members and friends enjoy
ed daily activities and Bible
study with the theme “Prom
ise Builders for Jesus.”

Youth participants were
under construction all week
building the foundation for
the “wall.” The lessons
were: building up others
instead of tearing them
down, plugging into the

Pastor Welch, included spiri
tual insight for living and
discussion on: victorious in
spiritual warfare, attitude

power of God which creates
positive thinking, trust in
God rather than ourselves.
Each class had an opportuni
ty to participate in arts and

Certificates of participation
were given to all attendees
and everyone was a winner
as classes presented their art
projects as displays at the
end of the week.

makes the difference, stew
ardship of our time, no mat
ter what others think.

crafts.
Adult classes, taught by

Traveler's Rest
Rev. Browne and mem
bers invite all to worship
with them. The CYYA Choir
will sing under the direction
of Steve Wilson. The 9:30
am Sunday school is follow

Sunday

evening of the

ed by 11 am worship hour.
For transportation, phone
822-4869.
Evening Bible study is
conducted on the 2nd and
4th Sunday of the month at 6
pm. Rev. Browne asks all
members to attend.
Evangelism ministry holds
studies on the 1st and 3rd

attend a workshop. The next
meeting will be held on Aug.
22 at 7 pm.
The Missionary Society
will hold its monthly meet
ing at 7 pm on Thursday,

month at 6 pm, conducted
by Betty Andrews.
The Christian Education
ministry invites teen Prom
ise Seekers ages 12-19 to

Aug. 21. All members are
asked to be present.
The Mass Choir will be in
charge of the Wednesday

night praise and worship ser
vice on Aug. 27. All mem
bers bom in August are ask
ed to come out and partic
ipate as well.
Thursday, Aug. 21, Bible
study, 11 am
Saturday, Aug. 21, CYYA
Choir rehearsal, 10 am
Tuesday, Aug. 26, Mass
Choir rehearsal, 7 pm
Wednesday, Aug. 27,
praise and worship service at
7 pm

New Hope
The Rev. Dr. Alvin Moore
and members invite the pub
lic to join in Sunday’s Trus
tee Day. Church school is at
9 am and worship hour at
10:15 am. The deacons will

conduct devotion and the
Youth Choir will sing.
The day concludes at 4 pm
with Rev. Wayne Thompson
and First Baptist congrega
tion rendering services.

Lucille Hodges and Jewel
Waiters are event chairs.
Aug. 23, Feed the Hungry
dinner; 25th; general mission/deacon meeting, 7 pm;
31st, WCBA, 4 pm

Grace
Fellowship
Center
Grace Fellowship Center
at 4240 Central Avenue in
vites you to worship with
them on Sunday, Aug. 24.
Special guest speaker for the
6:30 evening service is Min.
Joel Young. For more infor
mation, call Pastor Leonard
Wilson at 328-9412.

New Hope Missionary
Baptist Church
2120 19th St. s£ St. Pete • 896-5228
10:30 AM.................... PRAISE & WORSHIP SERVICES ..................SUNDAY
9:00 AM.......................................CHURCH SCHOOL............................SUNDAY
5:00 RM.............................. FELLOWSHIP & DINNER...................... TUESDAY
7:00 PM...................................... BIBLE STUDY....................................... TUESDAY
6:00 PM...................................... PRAYER SERVICES

..........................TUESDAY

7:30 PM............................ MASS CHOIR REHEARSAL................ THURSDAY
Join us for any of our services where you will always find
“JESUS BEING PREACHED AND TAUGHT”

Rev. Alvin Moore, Pastor

Macedonia Freewill Baptist Church
2361 Seventh Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida
Rev. John Copeland, Pastor

MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH, INC.

Morning Worship................ ...................................... .......8:00 a.m.
Sunday School......... .... ................................................. .....9:30 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship................. ...................................11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Class Wed.................. ........7:00 p.m.

2700 - 5th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL
Reverend L.E Davis, Pastor
Home Phone: 345-3121

Communion is observed quarterly
the first Sunday after every 5th Sunday.
For transportation to the church, call 327-8196 or 327-2391.

Sunday Worship

The Church Where Everyone is welcome

FIRST MT. PILGRIM EVANGELIST

iI

...... ....10:00

Sunday School
i
am
Morning Worship.........11:30 am

Baptist Training Union.4:30 pm
Evening Wor tip .............6:00 pm

■■
Wednesday Prayer Meeting and Bible Study ......... ............. .................. 7:00 pm
Friday Evening - Youth Meeting...................................................................6:30 pm
■

SB

I

Tbe Church That Welcomes Everyone!

■

ELIM Seventh-Day
Adventist Church

801 - 6th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Good Samaritan Baptist Fellowship
Meeting at Covenant Presbyterian Church
4201 6th Street South, St. Petersburg, Florida

Sunday Worship Service: 8:45 A.M.

Wednesday Bibb Study: 7:30 P.M.

• Wholistic Ministry (Physical, Mental, and Emotional)

(813) 894-5246/ 823-1619

10th Street Church OS God
207 10th Street North, St. Petersburg, FL
Sunday School...............................
9:30a.m.
Morning Worship .................................11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting/
Bible Study................................................. 7:15 p.m.
Evening Worship (1st & 3rd Sunday) . .6:00 p.m.
Rev. Chester L. James, Jr. - Pastor
International Headquarters, Anderson, Indiana

• Bible Based Fellowship Considering the Biblical Commands in Light of Contemporary

SATURDAYS

Proble. ns

Sabbath School: 9 am

Promoting the Self-worth and Equality of All Persons

Morning Worship: 11 am
Youth Hour: 1 Hour Before
Sunset

2830 - 22nd Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33712

NATHANIEL W. TINDALL, II, PASTOR

(813) 327-8560

WEDNESDAY
Prayer Meeting: 7:30 PM

New Mt. Olive Primitive Baptist Church

LEWIS W. EDWARDS
3001 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Church: (813) 327-9904
Office: (813) 321-3898
Elder Carl Rhodes, Jr., Pastor •

M.A., M.DIV, D. Min.
Bastor-Counselor

Trinity PresBYTErian Church

• Non-Sexist Participation • Youth Ministry

ELIM Junior Academy & Day Care Center
Early Morning Worship 8 a.m. (2nd thru 5th Sundays)

9:00 AM.................................................... ............ .........................Prayer Time
9:30 AM...................................................................................... Sunday School
11:00 AM. ...............................................................................................Worship
12:30 PM........................................ ...........................After Service Fellowship
Wednesday 6:30 PM Prayer Meeting and Bihle Studv
You are invited to share spiritual nurturing, preaching of the Gospel and <3
ity foi
tor everyone
Christian community

Dr. Frederick D. Terry

Church School 9:30 a.m. • Mid-Morning Worship 11 a.m.
Communion Service 5 p.in. (1st Sundays)

20th Street
gpx"
Church Of j. ’<1111^
m
Christ
i
V .
820 20th Street South
<*

Prayer Meeting 7 p.m. (Tuesdays)
Christian Education School 7 p.m. (Wednesdays)

Ip

Home: 896-8006

St. John Missionary Baptist

Minister Robert Clemons

f
k

JhX--' -

1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL

“Oh, Come Let Us Praise The Lord!”

;St. Pete^FL
■
SBlIi

Sunday Morning Bible Class . . ............9:00 a.m.
. . . .10:30 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship
............7:00
p.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday . . .
............5:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship
Monday evening uiuic
. ............ 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class ... .7:00 p.m.

ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

Schedule of Services
Church School.....................................

9:30 a.m.

3200 5th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL

Morning Worship.....................................................11 a m

Rev. Steve Thomas, Pastor

Baptist Training Union........................................ ..... p m

EARLY Morning

Worship

SUNDAY SCHOOL

8

A.m.

9:30 A.M.

Iate Morning Worship li A.m.
Bible Study & PrAyer Meeting Wed. 7 p.m.

Evening Worship .............................................. .639 p.m.

Prayer Meeting
Thursday ...............................................................

.7 p m

mm

Rev. Brian K. Brown

ICome join us each Sunday for any or all of these services.
You are welcome.

“One week from church makes one weak.”
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Church News
Moore's Chapel
Rev. M. Mason Walker,
Time of Thanks chairs
Geraldine Mays and Ralph
Brown and members invite
you to services on Sunday,
Aug. 24 at which time the
church will observe its Time
of Thanks weekend 73rd
church anniversary phase 2.
The weekend begins Fri
day evening, Aug. 22 with a
praise service at 7 pm at the
church. Events continue
with a church fellowship
dinner Saturday evening,
Aug. 23,6 pm at the Mason
ic Lodge 109, 3130 18th
Avenue S. On Sunday, Aug.
24 at 8 am the speaker is
Minister Christopher Culbreth, a member of True
Light MB Church, Rev.
Charlie Ward, pastor.
Min. Culbreth, a resident
of St. Petersburg and a grad
uate of Dixie Hollins High
School, attended the Ameri
can Business Institute. He is
an automated certified assis
tant administrator with
Home Shopping Network
where he has been employed
for 10 years. His church
affiliations are president of
the pastor’s aide board, Sun
day school teacher, Choir #1
member and deacon board
member. Min. Culbreth was
called to the ministry in Feb

ruary 1997. He is the son of
Deacon and Mrs. Justin
Culbreth He and his wife
Sylvia are the parents of
three sons, Sherron Nichols,
Jimmie Riley, Christopher II
and one daughter, Arissa.
The 11 am speaker is the
Rev. Walter Lassiter II, the
son of Evelyn Lassiter of
Rockledge and Walter Las
siter Sr. of St. Petersburg. He
graduated from Lakewood
High in 1985, received a BA
degree from Edward Waters
College in 1994 and is cur
rently attending Payne Theo
logical Seminary. He has
pastored in Mt. Pisgah AME
in Federal Point and St.
Luke AME inAlachua. He is
a member of Alpha Phi
Alpha Fraternity, Keith
Flournoy and the FMS Fam
ily Community Choir and
Wilberforce University Con
cert Choir.
/
The theme for the Tune of
Thanks weekend is “Look
ing Back with ThankfulnessMoving Ahead in Christian
Love.” The colors are purple
and white. All members are
asked to be committed to
their assigned duties and
assessments. Guest choirs,
soloists and Moore’s Chapel
choir will provide music.
Guest ushers and Moore’s

Chapel stewardess board
will serve.
Church school begins at
9:30 am with guest superintendent/teachers.
On Aug. 31, the 8 am ser
vice will be charged to the
women’s Missionary Soci
ety and the 11 am service to
the YPD.
The pastor’s aide board
will show appreciation to
Pastor Walker Sept. 11-12
with an appreciation service
and banquet on the 13th at
Banquet Masters, 8100 Park
Blvd, Suite 201, Pinellas
Park. Turn in all monies in to
the banquet chairs Delores
Ross and Jamie Wilburn.
TIckets may be purchased
from pastor’s aide board
members.
Wednesday, noon-day pray
er service, Bible study, 7 pm

R. Kelly Praises
God And Says,
I'm Flying in
In Jesus'

R&B King R. Kelly says
he's "flying with Jesus" and

come to find out that what

goes from raunch to reli

ever it is you want, it's in the

gion in the June Ebony.

Lord," says Kelly.

"It's been a long time
coming, but here I am," said

When Kelly's mother
died in 1993, it was a spiri

Kelly at a recent Kirk

tual awakening for him. He

Franklin concert. "It amazes
me when I look back eight

says, "I look at what I'm
doing now onstage as tak

months ago-cars, women,

ing a step toward God."

The Sweetness Of Peace
After the clouds, the sunshine, After the winter, the spring
After the shower, the rainbow, For life is a changeable thing

3000 - 4th Avenue S. * St. Petersburg, FL
327-5926 • 327-2656
.
Sunday School .................... ,. .............. , .9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship............................................... 11 a.m.
Night Worship .................................. ................... .7 p.m.
Tuesday Bible Class .. .................... ................... 8 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Meeting .....: .'rf, •:
8 p.m.
Friday Tarry Service ...... «<V. ... - .......... 8 p.m.
Saturday Sabbath School .................... ..
.11 a.m.
Rev. Johnnie Lee Williams, Pastor

Bethel’s Boy Scouts yard
sale will be held on Satur
day, Aug. 23 from 8 am to 2
pm on the comer of 26th
Avenue and 34th Street S.
Stop by and take advantage
of treasures at reasonable
prices.
Pastor Lyons and members
invite you to join them for
Sunday worship services at 8
and 11 am. The Praise Team,
Sanctuary and Male Choirs
and youth ushers will serve.
The final phase of Nurture
for Baptist churches is being
taught by Deacon Jerome
Smith. The Red Circle and
Sunshine Band mid-week
studies for children and
youth direct the learner
through the Bible to assure
continuous growth. We en
courage your attendance to
our Wednesday night NBC
and Bible study at 7 pm.
Transportation is provided.
You are welcome to attend

Thursday Bible study at 12
noon and meet us Saturday
for mid-day prayer at noon.
Mildred Mells and her 8
am anniversary committee
are planning for the 9th year
celebration. This year’s
plans include dedication of
the church property at the
comer of 34th Street and
* 24th Avenue S on Aug. 31 at
8 am. Elder Clarence Warren
and Mt. Zion Primitive will
share with us. Members are
reminded that ads must be in
by Aug. 24.
It’s not too early to make
plans for having your chil
dren in a safe environment.
Pathways to Excellence
before and after school pro
gram begins Aug. 20 for
grades K-middle school.
Before school, 6:30 am; after

school, 6:30 pm. This pro
gram provides academic
tutoring by certified teachers,
educational outings, creative
learning activities, in-service
and pro-ed days. Transporta
tion to and from schools will
be available. Stop by or call
the church office at 327-0554
for details and registration
information.
Bethel Metropolitan Chris
tian School still has a few
slots open for kindergarten
students. Contact Yvonne
Reed at 328-2409 for addi
tional information.
August events: 23rd, Boy
Scout yard sale; 27th, birth
month reception; 31st, 8 am
anniversary

Bible Holiness
Church of God in christ
419 5th St. S., St. Pete, FL 33701
Church: 898-3838 • Res: 821-9501
Pastor: Elder B.O. Walker

After the night, the morning, Bidding all darkness cease;
After life s cares and sorrows, The comfort and sweetness ofpeace;

Moore's Chapel
AME Churcn

First. Mt. Zion

3rd century

321-3545

Sunday School
10:00 a.m..
Morning worship
11:00 a.m.
Bible Study Tuesday
7:30 p.m.
Mid-Week Service Friday 7:30 p.m.
Prayer Tuesday Morning
9 a.m.

Missionary Baptist Church
1121 22nd Street So., St. Petersburg, FL
Rev. Wallace Elliott, Pastor

Rev. M. Mason Walker, Pastor

“Everyone Is Welcome"

Church Services

Faith Memorial Missionary
Baptist Church

8:00 a.m. ..........Morning Service
9:45 a.m................................Sunday School

3037 Fairfield Avenue

All Nations Church of God By Faith

money, the media. I've

Bethel Metropolitan

St. Petersburg, FL

Early Morning Worship............. ............. 8:00 a.m.
Sunday School................................................9:30a.m.
Morning Worship........ .........................11:00 a.m.

11:00 a.m.
5:00 p.m.

1800 18th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL

.........Worship Service

Reg. Bragg L. Turner, Pastor

................. .B.T.U.

Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11 a.m.
Membership Training 5 p.m.
Bible Study & Prayer
Meeting Tuesday 7 p.m.

“The LlrrLE Church Where
Everybody Is Somebody”

“The Church That’s Moving Forward Together

Travelers Rest

St. John Missionary Baptist Church

MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
2183 22nd Avenue South, St. Pete, FL 33712
Church Phone: 822-4869
Residence: 894-5094

1500 N. Pennsyl vania Avenue
Clearwater, Florida 33516 >
Church Phone: 443-1945 Parsonage; 446-6056
Rev. Fleming Tarver, Pastor
Sunday Services
Sunday School......................................................... .......................... 9:30 a.m.
Morning^Worship............................................................................... 11:00 a.m.
Baptist Training Union.................. .......................... ........................5:00 p.m.
Evening Worship........................................................................... . 6:00 p.m.
Weekly Services
Bihle Class Monday, 7:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study, Wednesdav 7:00 p.m.
The church where everybody is somebody and Christ is all.

Mid-Morning Worship Service........ ............11:0° a-mSunday School...................................................9:30 a mPrayer/Praise Service (wednesday)..........................7:00p.m.
Bible Study (Every 2nd & 4th Sunday).............6:00 p.m.
Rev. Donald F. Browne
Rev. Larry Lewis, Assistant Pastor
"WE ARE THE CHURCH WHERE CHRIST IS THE CENTER OF ATTRACTION

New Faith
Free Methodist Church
2427 Irving Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL

FIRST BAPTIST INSTITUTIONAL CHURCH

Phone: 824-2814, Pastor • 323-1290, Church

THEME: Looking Upward, Searching Inward, Striving Onward

MISSIONARY BAPT/Sr
%
&

2025 W. Central Blvd.
Orlando, FL 32805

4-

3144 Third Avenue South

oscher of senvice

Sun Forty Morning Sarvksas

7:30 AM

Sun. Surxftty Scbcxx &
Sut), Motnlng Service
Son. Communion Seevfcw
Sun B.T.U
Proyet

f w gted ofim they
tot ttx no fif-tr

9.30

am
AM

pm
4 4$ TM
WOAM & Tjdo i

ffS&i

REV, FRB0 L MAXWELL PASTOR

SUNDAY Morning Services
Sunday School................................ ................................ 9:30 am
Morning Worship .................................................. .11:00 am

St. Petersburg, fl
Phone: 323-7518

Youth Bible Study ........................................... Wed. 6:30
Adult Bible Study & Prayer Service........... Wed. 7:00

Rev. Wayne G; Thompson, Pastor

Sunday School

- 9:30

1135 37th Street South, St. Pete, FL
Elder Clarence Welch, Pastor
Sunday School 10 a.m.

vii

Morning Service 11:30 a.m.
YPWW 5:30 p.m. Sunday
Church Service 6:30 p.m. Sunday
Night Services 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday Services 7:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting, wednesday 7:30 p.m

GREATER MT. ZlON AFRICAN

Come Worship With
the First Baptist FamilY

METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH

J

We welcome you at all times.

919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Rev. Charles Robinson, Pastor

Hew Philadelphia Community Church
72re Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor
2335 - 22nd Avenue South
P. O. Box 15935 * St Petersburg, Ft 33733
Wisdom School 9:50 AM * Morning Worship 10:30 AM
Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed.)
Deacon Ministry............................................................................... Deacon Edward Nesbitt
Finance Ministry.............................................. ...................... ............................. James Robinson
Children & Youth Ministry..............................
...................................Joyce Robinson
Clerk Ministry............,...................................... .................... Wyvonnia McGee

Early Morning Worship 7:30 a.m. • Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. • All Male Bible Study Weds. 6:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting Weds. 7:30 p.m.
Bible Study Mon. 6:00 p.m.
Co-ed and Adult Bible Study Thurs. 6:30 p.m.
Support Group Every Sunday 6:00 p.m.
Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday 8:30 a.m.)
DIAL-A-DEVOTION (24 Hours) 822-1936 -Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry
Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393
("The church with a heart in the heart of the city")

Greater St. Paul
Missionary Baptist Church
Sunday School................................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ...........................10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship ... 6 p.m.
Baptist Training Union 5 p.m.
Tuesday Night
General Bible Study
Thursday Night Prayer
Meeting & Teachers Meeting

Rev. curtiss L. Long, Pastor

MORNING WORSHIP - 11:OO A.M.

Bible Band, Thursday 7:30 p.m.

532 33rd Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL
Rev. Dr. J.L. Holloway

pm

a.m.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••« >••••••••••••••••«*

Prayer Tower Church OS God In Christ

pm

Bethel African Methodist
Episcopal Church

955 20th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: 894-4311
Sunday School:
8:00 a.m.
Worship Service:
7:00 a.m. * 9:00 a.m. * 11:15 a.m.
New Membership Class: Sunday, 8:00 a.m.;
Wednesday, 6:30 p.m.
Wednesday, Bible Study - 7:30 p.m.
(Aduit and Youth)

912 - 3rd Avenue North • Phone: 822-2089
Sunday Worship

.10:30 a.m.

Prayer Service/Bible Study ........................Tues. 7:00 p.m.
Rev. Wilkins Garrett, Jr.,
Pastor

A/so offering tutoring, free lunch, mentoring, day care, after school care,

boy scouts, private school.

............................................... ..

Sunday School ................... ........................................... 9:00 a.m.
Junior Church Fellowship ....................... .Thurs. 6:00 p.m.
Tutoring
The Rev. Harry L.
Dawkins, M. Div., Pastor

......................... Mon. & Thurs. 5:30-6:30 p.m.

Welcome... This church opens wide the door and in the name of Christ and Our Lord says: "COME!"
Transportation is Available
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Church News
Greater Mt.
Zion AME
Pastor Charles Robinson
and members welcome you
to worship with them on

Sunday, Aug. 24. Pastor
Robinson is still teaching on
stewardship at the 7:30 am
service and the 11 am. ser
vice is in full force in revival
with praying, testifying and
singing.
The Richardson Special
Chorus will provide music at
11 am. Church school begins
at 9:30 am.
The church conference
will be held at 7:30 pm on
Monday, Aug. 25.
The Youth Choir will
sponsor a car wash and a hot
dog sale on the church park

City Of Our Lord
Jesus Christ
Apostolic Holiness

ing lot on Saturday, Aug. 23

starting at 9 am and on Sun
day, Aug. 24, the Youth
Choir will sponsor Youth

On Aug. 24 at 6:45 pm, the
youth department is present
ing Jesus, Parents and Peo
ple of the Community Are
Needed to Help Our Youth
Grow. The Youth Choir will
sing and a youth will read a

Choirs in Praise at 4 pm.
Love and Unity Day is
scheduled for the 3rd Sun
day in September.
Join in our weekly activi
ties: Bible study on Monday
at 6 pm; Choir #2 rehearsal
on Tuesday at 6:30 pm and
Inspirational Choir practice
at 7:30; Vintage and Bible

New Philadelphia
Promoting unity in the
body of Christ is the ongoing
theme of praise and procla
mation during mid-moming
worship. Prayers promoting
unity in the church will be
prayed as worshippers enter
the sanctuary. The ministeri
al staff will lead the church in
devotion and praise. Pastor
Gaskin will proclaim the
message of unity.
Cottage prayer service will
hold its monthly gathering
on Friday evening at 7. This
activity will take place at the
home of Wyvonnia McGee.

study on Wednesday at 11
am and prayer meeting at
7:30 pm; Sounds of Zion
rehearsal on Thursday at 7
pm and Male Chorus prac
tice at 8 pm.

Mt. Zion
Primitive Baptist
Elder C.L. Warren and
members invite the public to
worship on Sunday, Aug. 24
to celebrate Youth Day. Ser
vices include 9:30 am
church school and 10:55 am
worship. Elder Kenneth
Dukes, pastor of New Jeru

salem MB Church, Miami,
will be the guest speaker. He
will be accompanied by his
youth choir.
Monday, prayer worship,
6:30 pm; Bible school, 7 pm
Wednesday, teachers meet
ing, 6:30 pm

Members are urged to be
present.
Wisdom school coordina
tors and teachers will meet at
2 pm on Saturday. Efforts are
being finalized to launch
Wisdom school activities for
the beginning of the school,
year. Volunteers are wel
come.
Men and boys are remind
ed of monthly prayer break
fast on Mission Sunday. All
male members will meet and
breakfast together on Aug.
31 at 9 am. Fathers and sons
are expected to be present.

The Holy Ghost Church of Cod
Purchased With His Blood
2901 Fifth Avenue S.

St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Bishop W.D. Holey, Pastor
SUNDAY SERVICES
Sunday School.........-..........................................10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship......................... ................ 11:30 a.m.
YPWW ................... ..... .................. ................... 6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
.....------------------------------7:30 p.m.

Friendship
In the half hour comedy series boasting lively gospel music with an
R&B flair, young Pastor David Randolph is the new preacher at the
Church of Life, but after the church staff leaves in protest, he must,
with the help of a few devotees, settle in to the role of leader and
attempt to resolve hilarious social predicaments, not all of which are
clearly answered by the Good Book, in Good News airing Mondays
(9-9:30 p.in., ET/PT) on UPN.

parable. Refreshments will
follow. The church is located
at 1324 18th Avenue S.
Contact Elder and Mrs J.L.
Hardy at 823-1167 or Betty
Howard at 898-2902.

Missionary Baptist
2315 18th Avenue South

Tuesday, Bible Band 7:30 p.m.
Thursday, Prayer & Worship Service 7:30 p.m.

St. Petersburg, FL

Christ Gospel Church

CHURCH SERVICES

Standing are (L-R): Alexia Robinson as Mona Phillips; David
Ramsey ds Pastor David Randolph; Roz Ryan as Mrs. Dixon; Guy
Torry as Little T and Tracey Sherelle Jones as Cassie Coleman.

2512 22nd Ave. S.
St. Pete, FL 33712
327-0997
Rev. P.D.H. Leonard

Sundays 8 AM and 11 AM Worship
Sunday School 9:30 AM
Baptist Training Union 4:30 PM
Prayer Meeting Thursday 7:30 PM

Pastor
“Where strangers meet with friends and sinners find their God.”

Pleasant Grove Missionary Baptist Church

Bealsville Church Of God

2550 9th Avenue S.

FRIDAY

St. Petersburg, FL

Evangelical Service 7:30 p.m.

Rev. Joseph Gordon, Pastor

PRAYER TIMES

Early Morning Worship..............................7:00a.m.
Sunday School............................................. 9:30a.m.
Morning Worship............................10:50 a.m.
Baptist Training Union...............................4:30p.m.
Communion............7:00 a.m, & 11.00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study
Wednesdays.................................... 7:30 p.m.

1-737-1746

-

TUESDAY
Bible Study 7:30 p.m.

2006 Hollomon Road, Plant City, FL (So. of Hwy. 60)
Between Smith Ryals and Holloman Roads
Elder Martin Rainey, Pastorl

t

SUNDAY
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:45 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m.

Sunday School: 10:00 a.m.
Morning Service: 11:30 a.m.
Mid-Week Tues. Night: 7:30 p.m.
Counseling and Bible Teaching
For transportation: Call 866-2589

"The church Where Everybody ls Somebody"

Tuesdays, Fridays & Sundays - half an hour
before service.
Mondays & Thursdays, 7:30 p.m.
Friday nights at midnight.

RADIO BROADCAST
Sundays 7:45 a.m.

If you would like to come to church and do not have a way.
Call 327-0997.
The Church Where Everyone Is Welcome

.... ■

Emmanuel Christian
Fellowship Inc.
Church: 327-8072
9:30 a.m.

Bible Study (Monday)

11:15 a.m.
7:00 p.m.

Come join us at the Church where everyone is Welcome!

Prayer & New Comers Class
(Wednesday)

Masses: Saturday 5:15 p.m.
Sunday 10:00 a.m.

Order of Service from the
African-American Catholic Hymnal

Rev. Earnest jOnes, Pastor

6:30 p.m.

Daily Prayer (M-F) 11

a.m.-12 p.m.

“All Are Welcome” • “Bring A Friend”

Mt. Zion Primitive
Baptist Church

with Allah’s Name,
The Merciful Benefactor, The Merciful Redeemer

>

2101 - 22nd Ave. S., St. Petersburg
CatholiC DioCese of St. Petersburg

Sunday School ................................................................ 9:30 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship ...............................................11:00 a.m.
Baptist Training Union..................................................... 5:00 p.m.
Bible Study/Prayer Service .................. Thursday 7:30 p.m.
Couples Ministry (3rd Sunday) ...................
...6:00p.m.

Pastor: Elder. Franklin Evans
Morning Worship

St. Joseph Church

505 - 35th Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL • 327-3186

1948 49th St. S. * St. Pete, FL 33707

Sunday School

Galilee Missionary
Baptist Church

Masjid Al-Muminin •
Islamic Services
Friday & Sundays at 1 p.m.

Stewart-Isom Memorial CHRISTIAN MethodIst
EpIscopal Church
1820 Walton Street S., St. Pete, FL 33712
(813) 327-0593
Sunday School: 9:30 a.m. • Morning Worship: 11:00

3700 22nd Avenue S. • 321-0020
Elder Clarence L. Warren, Pastor

Sunday SchOOl

a.m.
Bible Study: Wednesday, 7:00 p.m.

... .. .. ............. 9:30 a.m.

MOrning WOrship

.... . .11:00 a.m.

The church where everyone is welcome & the Spirit of Christ lives.

Rev.. Calvin Hopkins

“To God Be The Glory”

3762 18th Avenue South, St. Pete
Imam Askia Muhammad Aquil

GRACE FELLOWSHIP CENTER
4240 Central Avenue • St. Petersburg, FL 33711 • (813) 328-9412

GRACE
FELLOWSHIP
CENTRAL

F

E
L
L

Except God build the
house they labor in
vain that build it.
Ps.127:1

Bethel Community
Baptist Church
, 1045 - 16th Street S., St. Pete, FL 33712
PHONE: 896-6722
Rev. Manuel L. Sykes

GRACE

CENTER

o
SERVICE
Sunday School
9:30 - 10:30
Morning Worship 10:30
Evening Worship 6:30
Wed. - Pray 7:00
Bible Study 7:30

Services

w
s

, Phone
(813) 328-9412

Sunday Sdiool................8:45 a.m.

H
I

NURSERYAND
CHILDREN’S
CHURCH
AVAILABLE

Worship ServiCe .................. 10 a.m.

P

Pastor Leonard Wilson • Phone: 536-1890

Prayer Services ....Wed., 6:30 p.m.
Bible Study...........Wed., 7:30 p.m.

Bethel Metropolitan
Baptist Church
3455 - 26th Avenue South • St. Petersburg,
33711
(813) 327-0554
"Church of The Open Door"
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 8:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Wed. NBC/AWANA/Bible Study/Praise & Pra^
7:00 p.m.
Thurs. Midday Bible Study 12:00 noon -1:0
p.m.
Sat. Noon Day Prayer Hour 12:00 noon -1:(
p.m.
DR. HENRY J. LYONS, PASTOR

<
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Gibbs Class Of 1967 Holds 30th Reunion
ST. PETERSBURG The Gibbs class of 1967 held
its 30th reunion Aug. 3-10.
Members attended Mt. Zion
Progressive Baptist Church,
a happy hour at Cha Cha
Coconuts, a soul food feast
and a 4-day trip to Las
Vegas. Members from
around the country partic
ipated in the gala event The
soul food backyard feast
included a neighborhood
psychic who gave some
hilarious predictions. Jessica
Isidore is class president.

NEWS DEADLINE
IS 4 PM MONDAY

PanMinority Small
Business Capital Needs Hellenic
Council
Assessment Forum
ST.PETERSBURG- On
Wednesday, Sept. 3, the
SBA, in conjunction with
the Pinellas County Service
Corps of Retired Executives

not be be interpreted as.a
loan approval. The forum
will be held at the Enoch
Davis Center, 1111 18th
Avenue S.

and the USF SmaU Business
Development Center and a
community lender has
developed a service to help
minority small business
owners/entrepreneurs
to
determine if a loan may be
available to assist them with
their business needs. SBA

You must make an
appointment. Call Lynn
Williams from 8:30 am to 5
pm. On Thursdays and Fridays call her at the Davis
Center, 894-1810. On Mondays, Tuesdays and Wednesdays call the SBA office at
305-536-5521, ext. 128.

.Would

OF

Meeting

ST. PETERSBURG The Pan-Hellenic Council
will hold its monthly meeting
at 10 arp on Saturday, Aug.
23 at the Enoch Davis Center,
1111 18th Avenue. S. All
Greek fraternities and sorori
ties, presidents and represen
tatives are encouraged to be
present. For farther informa
tion, contact Ella Morehead,
council president.

NaiLs

• BAnbcn Aivd Hair SaLon •
She's Got The Whole World In Her Hands
2526 Central Avenue • St. Petersburg, Florida • (813) 328-8303
Monday-Saturday

“Mr. Lynn”

9:00 AM -7:00 PM

International
Hair Stylist

Hires
The more we feed our
faith, the more our doubts
will starve.
Any comment that is not
right to be made to God, is

Please, when sending in pictures to be pub
lished include names and phone numbers. Otherwise, we have no
way of knowing who they are. Thank you.

not right to be made.
Faith is the oil that takes the
friction out of fear.

"Out Of SchOOl"
Special

He who buries his talent,
puts his wealth in a grave.

Anderson

Kids-12 Yrs. Old And Under
1- Little Red Burger
16 oz. Soda (Your Choice)

MaROIS &

1 - Large Fry
1-16 oz. Soda (Your Choice)

Associates
Providing
Representation
For Disabled
Adults and Children

BURGER SPECIAL

CHICKED SPECIAL

1 Big Red Burger • 1 Sm. Hot Fries

SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITYAND SSI
LUNCH SPECIAL

Contingency Fee!!
If we don't win, You don’t pay

Natalyn A. Hill

$2.79

SATURDAY SPECIAL
'8 Pcs Dark (Leg & Thighs)
.
jl Sm Fries • 4 Dinner Rolls
jl Sm Okra *2-16 oz. Soda t

!

G C QQ j
• -7 w/ i

[Food For The Family

Phone (813) 577-5560

Hair Stylist &
Barber
Nail Technician

Fax (813) 577-5267
MICHELE ANDERSON MAROIS
Claimant's Representative

SttWSiST & NhSIIH
Hair And Nail Care Safen

ATTN: WRITERS

CHRISTOPHER P. MAROIS
Claimant's Representative

All specials end at 11 P.M. except where otherwise stated. No substitutions on any specials

WHERE YOUR DOLLARS MAKE SENSE

17<01 16th Street South
St. Petersburg
Open 10:30 am until 3 am in the morning
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I.W. Williams’ Interview with
I changed it to standard bear
ers. There are people who
send in on a monthly basis
$10, $20 and $30 to help
with the payment with the
World Center and for its
operations and salaries for
the World Center employ
ees. I never got around to
changing it from Baptist
builders. It should be Nation
al Baptist Convention stan
dard bearers account. That’s
a fact of life. Also, the opera
tion kingdom account. That
was another effort to pay off
the World Center. There

LYONS: The

elections

were designed to be confus
ing so as not to declare a
clear winner. Right now,
there is a committee on con
stitutional revision in place
to deal with election proce
dures. There will be clear-cut
directions in place for the
1999 elections.
WILLIAMS: What were
your objectives as president?
LYONS: I came with a
deep sense of purpose and
not as a king on the throne. I
have never lived lavishly. I
am basically a conservative
person. I came as a, servant
leader. I have never needed
the state or national conven
tion office to make me what
I am. Had a deep sense of
purpose and self-worth. I
was somebody as pastor of
this church. The standard
had to be raised. The old way
of doing business had to
change. A unified program
had to be put in place so we
could do business on a daily
basis. When I became presi
dent, our $12 million head-

quarters had only one person
who answered the tele
phone, with no programs
operating in the building.^
Today, including the staff
here in Nashville and Ocala,
we have 10 to 12 full-time
staff employed who get p aid
every week.
WILLIAMS: Give me a
rundown on the various
accounts that the convention
has and their purposes.
LYONS: Yes. First of aU,
the main account is handled
by the president and treasur
er. Every entity of the con
vention has its own account.
The Sunday School Publish
ing Board has its own
account. The Home Mission
Board. The Women’s Con
vention. The Laymen’s Con
vention. The young people
account.
WILLIAMS: Do you sign
on any of these other
accounts?
LYONS:No, Ido not.
Let’s talk about the accounts
under the president’s author
ity. That’s where the cookie

A MOMENT IN
AFRICANAMERICAN
HISTORY
by Nadine L. Lewis

It’s All in the Family
This congressman’s father was the only African-Ameri
can male to ever run for US president. Can you name the
congressman?
Jesse L. Jackson Jr, eldest son of the Rev. Jesse L. Jackson Sr, was elected to serve in the US House of Represen
tatives in 1995 and represents the 2nd congressional district
of Illinois.
Seemingly walking in this famous dad’s footsteps, the '
younger Jackson says he has always wanted to be a public
servant. “I wanted to be like my daddy,” Jackson Jr. said.
The 31-year-old congressman comes well credentialed
for the job. He graduated magna cum laude from North
Carolina A&T University where he earned a BS degree in
business management. Jackson also holds a masters in the
ology from the Chicago Theological Seminary and
received his juris doctorate in law from the University of
Chicago College of Law.
He has a wealth of civil rights experience under his belt
too. Having grown up on the edge of picket lines, civil
rights marches and lunch counter sit-ins like his wellknown father, he is a staunch fighter for human rights.
In fact, the younger Jackson spent his 21st birthday in jail
for demonstrating against apartheid at the South African
embassy in Washington, DC. He also staged weekly
protests at the South African consulate in his home city of
Chicago.
It was Jackson’s long and passionate fight against
apartheid that prompted Nelson Mandela to invite him to
share the stage during Mandela’s historic speech immedi
ately following 27 years in a Cape Town jail.
Rep. Jackson has served as the national Rainbow Coaltion’s national field director, starting a program to register
millions of new voters and creating a voter education pro
gram. While associated with the Rainbow Coalition, he
also developed the Rainbow Commission for Fairness in
Athletics and the Reclaim Our Youth Initiative.
He is presently a member of the House committee on
banking and financial services and is secretary of the
Democratic National Committee’s Black Caucus. He is
also the former president of the Keep Hope Alive political
action committee. He and his wife Sandi reside in Illinois’
2nd congressional district.
US Rep. Jesse Louis Jackson Jr. shares a moment in
African-American history.

crumbles. The first account
is the president’s account
and the unified program
account.
WILLIAMS: TeU
us
about this account.
LYONS: This account is
that the churches are on a
percentage basis-3 percent
of each month on a monthly
basis for ongoing, day-today operations of the con
vention. Not only for
salaries, it includes educa
tion, home and foreign mis
sions. It is for the total
administration of the con
vention. We are still trying to
pay off the mortgage on the
World Center. We owed $6

were extra efforts just like a
church operation. That is
why we have that account.
WILLIAMS: Are there
any other accounts that you
have not mentioned?
LYONS: There are the
operation freedom accounts
and the advance registration
account. It takes a lot of
money to get ready for the
convention. By the time we
get to Denver this year, we
will have spent from
$50,000 and $75,000.1 have
on my desk right now ,a
$95,000 bill from a trans
portation company in Den
ver to put the buses in place
to move the delegates
around. You must have,
things in place to move 3540,000 people around We
need advance registrations to

take care of these type
things.

ing and that she could help
me. I knew her pastor and

hoped. She had brought in
quite bit of funds. Globe Life

WILLIAMS: Let’s go to
the Baptist builders account.

her state president at that
time. I got a clean bill of
health from them as to who
she was. I certainly welcom
ed help from anyone who
was willing to help in my
campaigning as it was a hard

was a corporate sponsor,
Lincoln Life which insured
all of our pastors. She has
worked out of this office as
well.

LYONS: I used the Bap
tist builders account as a dis
cretionary account. And it
was my prerogative to do
that. I see now that was
something I should have
declared, but I didn’t do so.
WILLIAMS: Who signs
on that account?
LYONS: I am the only
one. No one but me. Be
cause I operate every day, I
don’t have time to send off to
Indiana or Virginia. I have to
move to maintain some sort
of efficiency. That’s why
only one signature is on the
account. I need to also say on
some of the other accounts
my name only was on them
and I view that as a mistake
which will be corrected.
WILLIAMS: Let
us
move now to some of the
critical or controversial
issues. Most persons I sus
pect want to know about
your relationship with Ber
nice Edwards. How did you
come to meet her?
LYONS: I was campaign
ing for the presidency in
1993 in Milwaukee, Wis
consin. I met her at a ban
quet. She told me that she
knew campaigning and
knew how to run campaign

fought battle. She offered her
help and I accepted it.
WILLIAMS: At the lime,
did anyone mention any
negatives that she may have?
LYONS: No. I checked
with Dr. Fred Carouthers
whose name continues to
show up in the newspapers,
also her pastor, Rev. Sims.
Dr. Carouthers stated he real
ly did not know Mrs. Ed
wards. He did say, “I think
she has had some brush with
the law.” I checked with
them a second time and I got
the same answer. After I
became president, I was
looking for someone and on
the recommendation of her
pastor and Dr. Carouthers, I
gave her the job of public
relations for corporate devel
opment. It was told to me
that she knew the corporate
world and that she would
help bring corporate spon
sorship. I saw that as some
thing I wanted to do and I
offered her the job. She has
done well in that office,
however, not as well as I had

WILLIAMS: Now, let’s
talk about the house in Tierra
Verde. How did this come
about?
LYONS: She stated to me
that she needed some tax
shelters so that she could
have some tax deductions at
the end of the year as she had
a substantial amount of
money. She also stated that
she didn’t have an ounce of
credit. Now that I saw the
records in the newspapers, I
can see why. She stated that
she did have money. I have
good credit but I didn’t have
a lot of money, although I
did have some money. I am
not broke. Also, I am not rich
either. I told her that I would
help her as I have done
through the years helping
people. I don’t know what
white preachers do. A large
percentage of the people we
meet need help in some way.
She finally found the house
she wanted and I agreed to
go on the credit That’s why
the house was bought in my
name and I had to execute a
deed to her. Some type of
survival clause or something

like that I have said and it is
something I still don’t know
how my name appeared as a
single man. I never initialed
that I still don’t understand.
Another think I don’t know
is the lease. How it got sign
ed. I don’t remember a thing
about how it carried the
names of Dr. Cooper and the
chairman of the board. But I
don’t know that I have stated
to the authorities that the
lease that called for $4,000
for one year only and have
never been asked for or
never received nor given.
There are official records
about that. No such money
ever changed hands. The
house was put up as security.
I regarded as I have reported
to this church and to the
board of directors was with
out a doubt a serious mistake
on my part that I did not tell
my wife or get her permis
sion. There was not any rea
son for me not to do so. She
knew Mrs. Edwards quite
well. She knew she was
always down here. She
would be to our house when
she was down here. She was
a regular attendee at our
church. And also a tithes
giver. The member^ knew
her quite well.
WILLIAMS: I got a con
trary view from the news
media.

million when I took office.
Today, we owe between
$3,400,000 and $3,700,000.

READING IS
VITAMINS FOR THE MIND

After our convention in
Orlando last year, we were
able to put down a million
dollars on the mortgage.
Back to the accounts. The
convention works basically
like a church. Operation
accounts. Building fund. Out
of this account, you pay for
new buildings. This account
consists of monies above the
tithes and offerings. Since
my presidency, we have the
unified program that takes
the main stream of the
money. Next is the standard
bearer account. That has
been labeled the secret
account. Under my prede
cessor, he had what was
called the Baptist builders
account. When I became
president, I opened my
account here in St. Peters
burg and I named it and I
named it Baptist building,
but in less than two months,

Send Us News!

HOME OWNERSHIP FOR PEOPLE EVERYWHERE

If you have informa
tion that might make
a good article for this
paper, send it in, and
we'll try to use it in
an upcoming issue.

News Deadline!
is 4 PM
Monday
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9:00 a.m. -

“It Takes A Whole Village

2:00 p.m.

USF - BA YBORO CAMPUS
CAMPUS A CTIVITY CENTER

To Raise A Child”

140 6TH AVENUE SOUTH, ST. PETERSBURG
(DIRECTIONS: Al Lang Exit 9, Go to 2nd Strcet South,
Turn Right to 6th Avenue South. Center is on the Left)
For More Information, contact Community Service Foundation

461-0618
member agency of united way
FOOD & REFRESHMENTS AVAILABLE * PRIZE DRAWINGS

GRAND PRIZE WORTH OVER $150 (Must be Present to Win)

Happy Workers
Day Nursery

CHILD CARE AVAILABLE IF PRE-REGISTERED

GRAND PRIZE DONATED BY:

Virginia Irving, Ed. D.
Executive Director

EXPO SCHEDULE

PEOPLES GAS

Housing expo endorsed

BY:

(All Classes and Exhibits Free)

920 - 19th Street S.
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(813) 894-5337
“SERVING FAMILIES FOR
68 YEARS”

8:30 a.m.
9:00 a.in.

Registration
Fair Opens - Lender/Agcncy Exhibits

! 10:00 a.m.
'l t:30 a.m.
: 12’00 p.m.

“Class: Getting A Mortgage
’Class: Budgeting/Pre-Qualification
Break (Lunch Available 11:30 - 1:00)

f 12:30 p.m.
i 1:00 p.m.

What to Look For When Buying A Home
’Class: Understanding Credit Reports &
How to Clean Up Your Credit

12:45 p.in.

Grand Prize Drawing

HOURS: 6:30 AM - 5:30 PM

*Attendance necessary to obtain HomeBuyers Certification (required

City of St. Petersburg/WIN Program
Association of Black Students, USF St. Petersburg !
Interdenominational Ministerial Alliance
Housing Finance Authority of Pinellas County
Sl. Petersburg Branch NAACP
St. Petersburg Neighborhood Housing Services >

i

Community Service Foundation
Tampa Bay Community Development Corporation 1
HomeBuyers Club of Tampa Bay
Pinellas County Community Development
Mt. Zion I luman Services Inc., - Genesis
most Lenders for First Time Homebuyer Loans)
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Dr. Henry J. Lyons
LYONS: They knew her
well. The whole staff knew
her. Most all the deacons
knew her. She worked with
some of the staff. Had lunch
together. She gave tithes on a
regular basis.
WILLIAMS: Now, let us
get back to the house in Tier
ra Verde.
LYONS: Why I didn’t tell

opportunities were about
insurances. Direct mail type
of insurance. That is what
that was all about. It escapes
me at this point with whom
we met.
WILLIAMS: How was
Mrs. Edwards paid?
LYONS: She was paid on
both percentage and com
mission basis. She was not a
salaried employee.

my wife, I don’t know. I still
regard that as a serious mis
take on my part. One that I
have repented in my own
heart over and over. The first

our attention to the Tierra
Verde home, who paid the
bills?

time I did inform my wife

LYONS: Mrs. Edwards

was on Memorial Day. Mis.
Edwards was at our house
for a picnic and cookout. We

over and over again has
given to me laige sums of

talked about the house. Her
daughter was with my
daughter. About a week after
that, some four weeks before
I went to Africa that when
my wife and I sat down and
had an in-depth talk about
the house. I gave my wife a
key to the house before I left
in case something happened
or she needed to check on it.
I left for Africa the first week

WILLIAMS: Let’s turn

money
house.

tb maintain the

WILLIAMS: Where
were these monies put?
LYONS: In the Baptist
builders account. I also made
the mistake of putting an
amount in another account,
the freedom account. I have
asked her to give me the
money as I have forgotten
how much it was. Could be

in June and the incident hap

anywhere from $5,000 to
$10,000.

pened while I was over
there.

WILLIAMS: What was
the purpose of the freedom

WILLIAMS: According
to the media, you and Mrs.
Edwards owned a time share
unit in the state of Nevada.
LYONS: Mrs. Edwards
and I were in Nevada to con

account?
LYONS: That was anoth

summate a business deal.
She got word about this time
share, and of course, she said
to me quite straight up that
“Doctor, this would be a
great investment. I would
love to do this.” So we look
ed at it and she proceeded to
get it. It is my understanding
from her that it is strictly in
her name. It may be in her
name and mine, but I am not
sure of that She has said to
me it was in her name with
me as beneficiary so that if
anything happened to her the
time share would be secured
and I could as my wife and I
had agreed that if anything
ever happened to her to look
after her children and take
her three children and raise
them as ours. We agreed to
do that. She said if some
thing does happen to me,
you will have friends to take
care of my three children.
WILLIAMS: What kind
of business arrangement did
you have with her in Neva
da?
LYONS: We went out
there to meet some business
men in connection with
some insurance matters. I
don’t recall all the details
now. Most of the business

er convention account for the
purpose of paying on the
mortgage. Most of the funds,
however, went into the Bap
tist builders account On one
occasion, I put some $5,000
to $10,000 in that account
since I could not get to my
bank I wanted to get it out of
my pocket. The house was
maintained out of that
account but it was all her
money.
WILLIAMS: There has
been a lot of press about the
purchase ofjewelry.
LYONS: I remember
introducing her to them. I
had stopped by there to get a
battery to put in my watch
one day when she was in
town. That’s when she met
the jewelers. From that point
on, she would go back there
during that time she was
around the church. Taxis
would take her there at
times.
WILLIAMS: I want to
know your involvement in
this.
LYONS: To the best of
my recollection, I went
there one time. After that I
didn’t go.
WILLIAMS: Who is the
present owner of the time
share unit?
LYONS: She still owns it.
WILLIAMS: Shed some
light on this Mercedes-Benz

Advertise In The Tampa
Edition Of
The Weekly Challenger

Call: Marketing Rep.

• Business Ads
• Birthday Pictures
• Special Section Ads
• Church Ads
Advertise in the paper
that's challenging
your competition.

that has been in the public
eye.
LYONS: Again, Mrs. Ed
wards, as she is well known
around this church, is a very
liberal kind of person. She
informed me that she was
going to help me upgrade
my car. I told her I was satis
fied with the car that I had. It
was a nice car at that time. I
am not one to change cars
regularly. I am a kind of con
servative person. She went
to work on getting this Mer
cedes. I never knew any
thing about what she was
doing. Nothing. Every once
in a while she would say I
am still working on getting
you a car. She informed me
she paid out of her money,
some $75,000 on the car.
She financed the rest. She
had the car placed in the
church and her name. That
was without the consent of
the church. That’s why I
have hastened to tell the
church members that would
be taken out of the church’s
name.
WILLIAMS: I under
stand that she didn’t have
any credit
LYONS: She didn’t but
the church had good credit. I
was not involved in that. If I
was a part of it she wouldn’t
have needed the church in
volvement. She could have
used my name. She gave it
to me as a gift.
WILLIAMS: When did
you become aware that the
church’s name was on the
title?
LYONS: I found
out
about a week before I picked
up the car fiom the dealer. I
asked her what was she
doing. She again informed
me about her credit problem.
I told her then I didn’t know
about that I had never done
anything like that. I don’t
play those kinds of games.
Again, I said yes, when I
should have said “no” to this
type of deal. I regard that as
a mistake.
WILLIAMS: Is the car
still in the church’s name?
LYONS: Yes. We are still
trying to get it out of the
church’s name; also out of
her name and into my name.
To this day, we have been
unsuccessful in doing that.
WILLIAMS: What about
this $925,000 mansion in
Charlotte, NC?

LYONS: Again, she was
trying to acquire real estate
as a tax shelter. I don’t know
why it did not go through. I
understand through the
media some $1,000 to
$2,000 were put down on it.
I don’t know anything about
it. I know it did not happen.
WILLIAMS: The media
has stated that the two of you
entertained there. That you
were going to be married.
LYONS: That
never,
never happened., No time.
Absolutely not.
WILLIAMS: Who is this
Brenda Harris?
LYONS: She is a very
efficient highly professional
lady that I hired as I was
president with the board’s
consent. She is a salaried
employee. She works on
commission now. She also
generates a lot of money for
the convention. She gets a
salary every two weeks. I
met her soon after my elec
tion when I went out to Cal
ifornia to see about the June
congress in San Diego. I met
a highly professional lady
who was working for the
convention to be held there. I
went into the presidency
looking for a professional
that would run our conven
tion. 90% of what we do is
meet. We have five big
meetings each year. So I
needed a meeting planner. I
was extremely impressed
with her professionalism and
her reputation was very high.
I didn’t approach her then.
We eventually hired her but I
don’t remember the date. I
think we offered her the
position in September of
1995 at our meeting in
Selma, AL. Her job carries a
good salary. She also has her
own business. We also
agreed to help her with her
house. That was in her con
tract. This is how we operat
ed. We provide some two
other ministers with a house
allowance and an automo
bile. The media didn’t men
tion those two men, they
only reported on the women.
WILLIAMS: Did
you
have a personal relationship
with Mrs. Harris?
LYONS: There has never
been and not now any per
sonal relationship with Mrs.
Harris. I do want to say that I
have been to her home. I
have been there three or four

times. I spend a lots of time
in Nashville. I also visit the
homes of Dr. Thomas and
Dr. Cade. It is unfortunate
that it has been painted as
something ugly.
WILLIAMS: You were
involved in another deal in
Ft. Lauderdale. Something
about a hotel.
LYONS: A lot was going
right with that deal. I was not
involved with that as much
as I should have. I was pre
occupied with other business
ventures. What went wrong
in a nutshell, a lack of
money. We never had the
capital. That was why I
never really got excited
about it. We were looking at
about $5,000,000 in conven
tion funds.
WILLIAMS: I read that a
Miami architecture firm has
filed a suit against the con
vention.
LYONS: Yes. I have been
trying to reach Julius Jackson to ask him about that as I
don’t know anything about
it. The contract was with a
separate entity. If that is the
case, as of this date, I don’t
know.
WILLIAMS: Who was
the attorney for Hilton INBC
Holdings?
LYONS: I don’t recall. I
will have to find that out
WILLIAMS: If you had
an attorney, he should know
about the filing of the law
suit.
LYONS: I still don’t know
any of the details. Rev.
Demps is the one who repre
sents me in this matter. I
have been unable to contact
him about this lawsuit.
WILLIAMS: Have you
made peace with the black
morticians about these grave
and cemetery matters?
LYONS: Hopefully
I
have. I went to their annual
session this year in Norfolk,
VA I stood there and had my
say with them. They ques
tioned me about an hour. It
was heated. Some good and
some not so good. I see and
understand where they are
coming from. They felt like
our efforts would undermine
them. I don’t share their
opinion on this, but I under
stand where they are coming
fiom. We only sell cemetery
plots. Many people have
made good money on com
missions. We were able to
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hire a good little staff over
there and in Washington,
DC. It never got off the
ground in Detroit. I was real
ly proud of this. But I was so
misunderstood so it is not
worth it.
WILLIAMS: I see you
have taken a leave from your
church.
LYONS: Well,’ again that
was a total misrepresenta
tion. I have been pastoring
this church for some 26
years. For these years, I have
been on vacation in the
month of August. I stood on
the first Sunday in August
and I told the brothers and
sisters that I would be out
until the 5th Sunday in
August. But if you need me,
I will be in my office every
day. I told them I wasn’t
going anywhere. The only
time I would be out of town
is on the weekends. I preach
ed a funeral here the other
day and I will preach anoth
er one on Tuesday. Evident
ly, someone in the church
had a tape recorded or took
notes. Again, it was totally
misrepresented.
WILLIAMS: Will you be
attending the convention in
Denver next month?
LYONS: Denver has been
■ set up by the media as a stage
for a battle and that’s most
unfortunate. I am going to go
there as president. I have
given constituents and mem„ bers a full accounting of my
carryings-on, what I have
done, how I did it the good I
have done, the mistakes I
have committed. I plan to
stand and take questions
even if it takes all night. I
look forward to that. At this
point, I don’t know what will
happen. I look forward to
, presiding. *
WILLIAMS: Do the by
laws deal with this question
of presiding?
LYONS: As long as I am
presiding, I can and should
preside.
WILLIAMS: This has
been rather long. However,
please related what you
would like to tell the people
in St. Petersburg and the
nation.
LYONS: First of all to my
family, I love them and
thank them for standing by
me during these trying times.
Also, to the officers and
membeis of my church, I

apologize for any shame or
disgrace they have experi
enced. I thank them for their
support and concerns. I
know they are hurting the
same as I am. I want the citi
zens of St. Petersburg to
know that the kindness and
concerns they have shown
me arid my family will make
me forever in their debt.
Please do not prejudge me. I
have tried to be a good leader
and citizen during my stay
here. I have been concerned
about their welfare all of
these years. To the nation, I
can only say that I have
undergone unprecedented
coverage by the media. I
truly hope that their agenda
is not to bring down another
high profile black leader.
WILLIAMS: One final
question. Out of all the state
ments and stories in the
media, which one has been
the most hurtful to you?
LYONS: That is an easy
one. The statement that
while I was in a room at the
Don CeSar Hotel asleep and
Mrs. Edwards came to the
door in her nightgown to
accept a ring and give the
jewelers a check for
$10,000. That was a total
falsehood. First of all, it was
on a Sunday morning. Mrs.
Edwards had informed me
that she needed the check for
the jeweler. Before the early
service, I went to the hotel
and pulled up to the front
entrance. Mrs. Edwartfc
came to the car and I let
down the passenger side of
the car (window) and hand
ed her the check and I left.
The story was an out and out
lie. I have never been so hurt
in all my life. This allegation
devastated my family also.

Epilogue
Some critics will say that
some of the critical issues
were not addressed or ex
plored fully. To them, I say
again, that we had to work
within certain limits in view
of the ongoing criminal
investigations by the author
ities. Again, the interview
was done over his attorney’s
objection. We had to avoid
compromising the attorney/
client privileges afforded by
the Constitution.
Over time, I have been
saddened by the actions of
many of our African-Ameri
can citizens who seem to

glory in the downfall or set
back that befell one of their
fellow African Americans.
The old adage, “But for the
grace of God, go I,” is most
often ignored. King David,
who was a man after God’s
own heart, not only commit
ted adultery, but had the hus
band killed, yet God forgave
him. “He who is without sin,
let him cast the first stone.”
Although one should not
condone wrongdoing, we
should commiserate with
those who have not always
measured up to society’s
norm. Let us show compas
sion and concern for the
Lyons family in this their
hour of sorrow and repen
tance.

Davis
.
From
Center pg i
programs and activities.
In addition to the regularly
scheduled activities and
classes, the center sponsors
or co-sponsors several spe
cial events throughout the
year. During October, chil
dren ages 6-12 can look for
ward to Halloween activity.
Special activities during the
winter months include the
Karamu feast of Kwanzaa,
an African-American cele
bration of heritage and com
munity; the Martin Luther
King Jr. essay contest for
high school students and
activities in recognition of
African-American aware
ness during February.
Spring brings in spring
break and Fun Saturday, a
joint venture of the center
and the Johnson branch li
brary, which includes story
telling and an egg hunt
among other activities for
children ages 6-12. Summer
heralds the closing of school
and the opening up of new
opportunities in the center’s
summer experience camp
and Youth Utilizing Con
cepts in Science (YUCS) for
the children and the Jazzin’
in July contest for adults.
Although these are the
scheduled events, several
times during the year excit
ing unscheduled programs
become available, so keep
your eyes and ears tuned in
to the happenings at the
Enoch Davis Center, 1111
18th Avenue S, 893-7134.

(813) 898-8129

The Suncoast’s New
Music Leader
featuring
*Rob Simone - voted Music Forum
magazine’s Best Urban DJ for 1995
and 1996! M-F 6-10am.
*Greg Alexandrea - Lunch Cafe
Mon.-Fri. 10am-3pm.
* Afternoon Traffic Jam with Tony
King. Mon.-Fri. 3-7pm.
*Michael St. Baron. Evenings 7pm-

37 4th Street North • St. Petersburg, FL 33701

Designer fjats

12am.
*Weekends feature Troy Ward
Saturday mornings
and Sunday with Heavenly
Inspirations.

For Advertising CALL
Rinita Anderson, SaLes Manager
327-9792

REQUEST LINE 864-1600 z

Phone: (813) 896-2922

Office: 327-WRXB (9792)
1700 - 34th St. S., St. Pete, FL 33711
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“Return This Ad for a 10% Discount99
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St. Pete
Final Rites
BURROUGHS,

ALICE.

Funeral services were held on
Aug. 16 at All Nations Church
of God by Faith. Survivors in
clude her husband Harold, St
Petersburg; daughters Sybil
Reid, Tracy Peterson, Yolanda
Burroughs, Alicia Flowers and
husband Christopher, all of St
Petersburg; sons Harold Bur
roughs of the Bronx, NY and
Darryl Holsten of Atlanta; sis
ters Geraldine Brooks and hus
band DC and Helen Moss of
Sparta, GA; 13 grandchildren,
4 godchildren. Smith Funeral
Home, St Petersburg
COVINGTON,

CORA

LEE, died Aug. 10. Survivors

FILLYAU, ERNEST Jr,
bom Aug. 1, 1950 to Ernest
Fillyau Sr. and Joyce Carter
Fillyau in St Petersburg. He
was a life-time resident of the
city, a graduate of Gibbs High
School class of 1971 and
attended Florida A&M Uni
versity. He was a 4th degree
member of the Knights of
Columbus, serving as record
ing secretary. Survivors in
clude his son Ernest HI of
Syracuse,. NY; his father
Councilman Ernest Fillyau Sr
of St Petersburg; sister Debo
rah Fillyau of St Petersburg;
brother Geoige Fillyau of Tal
lahassee; grandson Juwan Fill
yau of Syracuse; extended
family member Roberta Mc
Queen of St Petersbuig. Creal
Funeral Home, St Petersbuig
Please see page 19 for pictures

Ocala
Final Rites
MAMIE

GRIGGS, MAYBELL Cof

Daniels, died Aug. 6. Survivors

fee, died Aug. 5. Survivors in

include her daughters Isemae,

clude her daughters Mayel

Eartha, Emma Lee, Serender,

Brown

Ocee, Rutha, Deloris, Tempest;

Smith and husband Peter of

sons Ike, Azell, Geoige, Rev.

Tampa, Frankie Griggs of

HAMILTON,

Trenton, Jeannine Griggs of

Emanuel,

Oscar,

Trenton; son Gerlad Griggs

Kenneth,

Eddie,

Ernest Robert, Geoige Harris,

Nathaniel,

Kent

and wife Beverly of Tampa;

willie and Richard Albert;

Wiley, Earsel, Dr. Reynolds;

brother Willie J. Coffee and

daughter Arlene Boyd. Creal

73 grandchildren, 43 great

wife Louise of High Springs;

Funeral Home, St Petersburg

grandchildren, 15 great great

foster children Louise, Joseph

died

grandchildren; brother Willie

and Rachel Gilyard of Trenton

Aug. 10. Survivors include her

McGraw and wife Ethel of

and Mary Robinson of Tampa;

son Gerald Gibson of Ft Laud

Riviera Beach; sister Violet

17 grandchildren, 25 great

erdale; daughter Juanita Brown

Bums of Belleview. Summers

grandchildren, nine great great

of Ft. Lauderdale; mother Mae

Funeral Home, Ocala

grandchildren.

HOLLAND,

LISA,

Frances Irvin of St Petersburg

JENKINS, EARL Jr, died

and stepfather Freddie Irvin of

Aug. 6. Survivors include his
wife Carolyn, Fairfield; chil

Rowling of St. Petersburg,

dren Linda Thomas of Michi

sons Tyrone, David and Dana

Anthony Irvin of Jacksonville,

gan, Gwendolyn Jenkins of

Covington, all of St Peters

Eric Irvin of Atlanta, Freddie

Flemington, Earl Jenkins HI of

burg; daughter Shirley Hauga-

Irvin Jr. of Daytona Beach;

Zuber, Jerry Jenkins of Ocala,

book and husband Johnny of

three grandchildren. McRae

Luartha Jenkins of Gainesville,

St Petersburg; brothers Walter

Funeral Home, St Petersburg

Debbie Jenkins of Ocala;

Corbett and Herbert Corbett of

RACKETT, GERALDINE,

mother Albertha Montgomery

St Petersbuig; sisters Neater

died Aug. 9. Survivors include

of Detroit; sisters Duretha

Mae Wright, Georgenia Cor

her daughter Sgt Linda Long

Mabry

bett, LizzieMurry of St Peters

of St Petersburg; sister Ella

Screws and husband Joe of

burg; 11 grandchildren, 12

Jeffery of New York City;

Alabama,

great

cousin Edith Grogan of St

gomery of Ocala, Lonnie Jenk

Petersburg; three grandchil

ins of Detroit, Annie Mae Lat-

dren, one great granddaughter.

son of Ft Lauderdale, Ollie

Creal

Mae Howard of Miami; 10

Funeral Home, St Petersburg
oamBI.E, VINCENT, died

Aug. 10. Survivors include his
parents James and Jesse Mae
Gamble; companion Angela
D. Monroe; brothers Keith
Gamble and wife Patty, James
and

Chris

Gamble;

sister

Cheryl Frazier; stepbrothers
James and Patrick Gamble;
maternal grandmother Mar

Erlene'

Robert, John, James, Aaron,

HARRIS, RUTH, died Aug.

Ft. Lauderdale; brothers John

Creal

of Tampa,

9. Survivors include her sons

include her husband Jessie;

grandchildren.

Gainesville
Final Rites

Funeral

Home,

St.

Petersburg ______ _______ _■
UTLEY, ALICE MAE, died

of Detroit,
Deloris

grandchildren.

Philadelphia, Hosie Utley Gra
ham, Hattie Utley, Erma Utley
Perkin

of

St.

Petersburg.

at the following locations:
IN TAMPA

IN CLEARWATER

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Charle's Barber Shop, 1405B N. Myrtle Ave.
B&T Dept. Store, 1841 Highland Ave. N.
A&A Cafeteria, Greenwood and Carlton
Delric's Seafood, 1616 N. Ft Harrison Ave.
Eva's Beauty Box, corner of Greenwood &
Carlton Street
• John's Barber Shop, 1400 N. Greenwood

Big John Bar-B-Q on 40th Street
Bar-B-Q King, Hillsborough Ave. & 34th St
Marrison Drugs, 34th Street
Jackson Foods, 34th Street
Cole Barber Shop, 3407 E. Buffalo Avenue
College Hill Drug, 22nd Street
Lee Davis Center, 22nd Street
Tampa Urban League, Tampa Park Plaza
Bar-B-Q King on Main Street
B-Beautiful Beauty Salon, 3222 34th Street
N., 248-5683
Cicily's Beauty Supply, 2301 Hillsborough
Ave., 238-0351
Manilla Lounge, 7th Avenue
Grace's Lounge, Albany Avenue
Boogie's Lounge, Main St & Howard Ave.
Tampa Housing Offices, College Hill
Howard's Barber Shop on Main Street
Best Bros. Grocery & Deli, Howard Avenue
& Chestnut Street
Amoco Gas Station on Nebraska & 7th Street
Orient Meats on Orient Road
Continental IGA Food, 22nd Causeway Blvd.
Kilbride Insurance on Nebraska
Cicely's Beauty Supplies, Palm River Plaza
Rent Club, Palm River Plaza
Pal's Pre-School, Palm River Plaza
Tampa Hair on North Florida
Golden Comb on Main Street

Ave.
• Nick's Econo Mart (S. Missouri Ave. &
Woodlawn)
• Ozzie's Palace of Beauty
• Grande Monde, 1841 Highland Ave N., Suite 3
• Ebony City, 1841 Highland Ave. N., Suite 1
• MVJ, 1409 N. Betty Lane
• Wendy's Palace, 1411 N. Betty Lane
• Evans Cosmeteria, 1706 N. Fort Harrison Ave.
• Hairealistics, 1405A N. Myrtle Ave.
• C&C Hair Design, 702 Greenwood
• Condon Gardens Housing Authority

IN LARGO
• Baskin Cleaner, 1317 Baskiin Dr.
• Hair Is It, 11447 Ulmerton Rd.
• Helen Hair & Beauty Supplies, 11461
Ulmerton
Rd.
• Baskin Cafe, Baskin Drive
• Heim & Sons Cafe
• Rudy's Rib Shack
• Handy Corner Foods, 2325 119th St N.

• Johnnie's Barber Shop, Main Street
• 7-11, Temple Terrace Highway

Kurtis

Summers

Funeral Home, Ocala

, . MB
iK-wwi.
MALONE, TONY,

died

Aug. 4. Survivors include his
mother Alfreda

Simmons;

stepfather Alvin Simmons of
Monteocha; brother Kenyana
McCone of Gainesville; sisters
Nedra Price of Gainesville and

PRAYER
HELPS

McRae Funeral Home, St.

^ruNERflI-*°A-4.

How wonderfiil are the

Mont

Aug, 7. Survivors include her
sisters Ola Lee Utley Oliver of

Chestnut

Funeral Home, Gainesville

You can find The Weekly Challenger

works of the Lord, espe
cially
His
creation,
mankind. The miracle of

enduring love...these are
all revelations of that
Spirit which created each

Cendra Simmons of Monte
ocha; uncles and aunts; friend

thanking God for all that

Brenda

He has given you?

Chestnut

“Quality and Service”

birth...the look of awe on a
child's face...the beauty of

and every one of us. How
often do you think of

Taylor.

®

Charles S. Chestnut, III, L.F.D. • Charles S. Chestnut, IV, L.F.D.
Larry M. Saunders, L.F.D.
18 N.W. 8th Avenue

(352)377-6128

Gainesville, FL 32602

Funeral Home, St. Petersbuig

_______

Summers Funeral Home

w,

DORSEY, JOSEPH, died
Aug. 7. Survivors include his
wife Sharon; son Joseph Jr;
daughters Cellisia, Chantel and
Tanesha of St. Peteisbuig and
Jacquita (Blakey) Dorsey of
Webster; mother Essie Mae
Dean of Dover, DE; brothers
and their wives Archie and

e learn through life it simply doesn’t pay
To ponder, our mistakes of yesterday ;
For whether born of foolishness or haste,
What’s done is done, and cannot be erased.
But then we do another senseless thing,
By dreading what tomorrow’s dawn may bring;
Believing that we cannot change our lives
Until that legendary day arrives.
And therefore, just the present time remains;
For as each lesson in your church explains,

Merceda Dorsey, Lorin and

Improvement must be made without delay.

And so it’s only possible TODAY!
- Gloria Nowak

and Herbert and Rose Dorsey

(352) 867-8619

er-in-law Annie Mae Anderson

"It’s all taken care of1

of Miami. McRae Funeral

Alvis Summers L.F.D.

EVANS, GUSSIE MAE,

These were the words that
brought calm to me when my
family member passed away.
She had already taken care
of her funeral and burial
expenses three years ago.
We just placed one call to
McRae Funeral Home and
found out that not only was
the funeral paid for-it was
at prices that were in effect
at the time she made the
arrangements. What a
savings—What a peace of

died Aug. 10. Survivors in
clude her aunts Bertha Mae
Holmes, Cleo Parson and Hat
tie Calloway of St Petersburg;
sister-in-law Helen Butler of
St Petersburg nephews and
nieces. Creal Funeral Home,
St Petersburg

Young's
Funeral
Home

mind.
So that your funeral is folly funded and won't be a financial burden
on your family, contact McRae Funeral Home today and discuss
how you can gurantee the future price at today's cost.

Funeral Director
Since 1975

McRae Funeral Home
1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33705

1005 Howard Street
(corner So. Greenwood Ave.
& Howard)

(813) 895-6005

Clearwater, FL

442-2388
—CUNNINGHAM’S'
Funeral Home P.A.

“Your Friends Who. Care”
SERVING THE MARION COUNTY COMMUNI
TIES SINCE 1953 AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

creal Funeral
Homes
Seventh Avenue Chapel
1940 7th Avenue SOUth
St. Petersburg, fl 33712
Dr. M.L. King St. Chapel
2025 Dr. M.L King Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

LINCOLN MEMORIAL GARDENS
WITH PERPETUAL CARE
CREMATION IS AVAILABLE

732-5353

EThe funeral home that faith built
and service will continue"

Notary Public

SMITH
FUNERAL HOME

Home, St Petersbuig_______

A.L. CUNNINGHAM

Edward L. Farmer Jr. .
Lavell A. Waters
Owner
Licensed Funeral Director

Lillie T. Shelton L.F.D.

Danell Dean of Dover; moth

Robert C. Young

125 S.W. 2nd Street
P.O. Box 4742, Ocala, Florida 34478

When Family Matters......

of Webster, Lt Col. Willie and

A Full Service Firm

■‘By The Golden Rule A Golden Service”

Limousine Rental Service

Ocala

Cora Dorsey, Marshall and
Mary Dorsey of St. Petersbuig

“ Personalized with the Utmost Dignity,
Confidence and Understanding.”

351-0566
2238 NW 10th St.

Fax: (352) 377-5678

FARMER’S
FUNERAL
HOME

Funeral Home, Gainesville

garet Frazier, Salters, SC. Creal
Petersburg

(352) 372-2537

P.O. Box 592

Licensed Funeral
Directors
732-5354
732-5355

434 N.W. Martin Luther King Jr. Ave., ocala, FL

SW Approvedpre-Funergl
Arrangement Plan
Burial Service * Funeral Service
Cremation Service« Shipping Service

Serving From Itoo Convenient Locations

1534 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida
“Taking Time To Serve Others”

Planning Ahead Matters Too.
Don’t wait. We know that talking about funerals »
isn’t easy. But its better to talk about and plan
together - now while you can - than to wait until
its too late. It makes it easier on everyone... reliev
ing stress on you and providing others with peace
of mind.
Pre-Planning - an expression of love
that’s easy and affordable.
You can select from guaranteed services and
merchandise at today’s prices.
'fawt/tYt’Sr

At-Need
* 5290.00

Afirfnrsrrf>
.ffrvrmi fTcm/iimic/i.

Pre-Need
** 3995.00

*Prices include Professional Services of Funeral Director
and Staff, all necessary transportation, embalming, use of
facilities for visitation, casket, vault and cemetery.
** Ail Pre-Need plans can be funded through insurance

894-2266

plans with affordable payments designed to fit your
budget.

Call or stop in to discuss your funeral plans with us... Receive a Funeral Planning
Guide Free...

1
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Classified Ads...Sure to get results!
PICK OF
THE
WEEK!
6-12-17
25-34-46

Ernest Fillyau,
Jr’s Funeral

Frompg.i8

F L O RID A

CASH 3
023 459 872
461
767 235 741
7-3 4-6 3-2
1-6 5-4 7-5

atTENTION
Before buying. building or rerun nting
commercial or residential property
Having problems with:
Zoning • Hoard of Adjustment (H(l\l
Btvironmenlal development Commis.-ion
|j
jj

(EDO • Code Enforcement
Building Dept. - Permits

11 Consult with us first. Cull for an
H
appointment now.

WAG DESIGNS
2515 - 15th Ave. S., St. Pete 33712

(813) 327-1935
lftiRJralgllalfaiglreirenaiHrz

Class

Title: Vocational
Rehabilitation Counselor
Position No.: 06462
Salary Range: $1,786.372,935.03/Monthly

INSTRUCTIONAL
ASSISTANT - MATH
EMATICS
(part-time/20
hours). REQUIREMENTS:
Associate's degree. Some
experience teaching or tutor
ing college level students.
Competence in and knowl
edge of the methods appro
priate for instruction in
mathematics. Ability to inter
act well w/students & facul
ty. Knowledge of Macintosh
& IBM computers & related
software. Working hours will
include two evenings/week.
Basic knowledge testing
required. Position is located
at Tarpon Springs Center.
APPLY
IN
PERSON:
Human Resources, St. Pete
Jr. College, 8580 66th St. N„
Pinellas Park betw. 8:00 AM
- 2:30 PM, Mon.-Fri. DEAD
LINE: SEPTEMBER 8,
1997. EOE.

Application

Deadline:

Tuesday, September 2,1997

City of St. Petersburg
INFORMATION SYSTEMS
NETWORK COORDINA
TOR II
Police Dept.)
26,021 - $36,151
Closing date 9-3-97

Minimum Qualifications:
A bachelor's degree from an
accredited college or univer
sity with major in a social,
behavioral or rehabilitative
science or education AND
one year of professional
experience in counseling. A
master's degree in social,
behavioral or rehabilitative
science or education can sub
stitute for the one year
required experience.
To Apply: Submit a com
pleted STATE of FLORIDA

EMPLOYMENT APPLICA
TION with original signature
to:
Martha Smith
18840 US Hwy. 19 No., Ste.
420
Clearwater, FL 33764
The State of Florida is an
EEO/AA employer. Pref
erence to certain veterans
and spouses of veterans as
required by Chapter 295, F.S.
Hires only U.S. Citizens and
lawfully authorized alien
workers.

Entry level individual and
group counseling position.
Swing shift and week-ends.
Class C drivers license
required. Reply to Operation
PAR, Inc. 10901-C Roose
velt Blvd., Human Resources
Dept., Job Code 20465, St.
Petersburg,
FL
33716.
EOE/DFWP

Responsible, professional,
technical, supervisory and
analytical work in the over
sight and administration of
the police, computer aided
dispatch (CAD) and 911
emergency communications
software systems running in
a PICK/UNIDATA environ
ment on a RS/6000 (AIX)
platform. Must be a high
school graduate or possess a
GED certificate with college
course work in data process
ing, computer science or
related field with experience
in police and fire dispatch
software systems. A four
year college degree is pre
ferred. Extensive knowledge
and experience with police
and fire department policy,
procedure and emergency
operations is required. Must
also have experience in data
processing, or information
systems operations. Previous
supervisory, systems admin
istration and experience in
user training and support is
preferred. Requires being

able to respond to calls for
assistance on a 24-hour, 7day a week basis.

(NEW SAVE UP TO 80% ON

v

-wTHE

Hospice

Dental-Vision
Prescriptions

OF THE FLORIDA SUNCOAST

Pre-Established
Rates
$15/month
Household
$9/month - Individual. Over 200
Dental Procedures. Cosmetic
Dentistry & Specialists. Over
12,000 Optical Providers. Eye
Exams & Surgery. Over 35,000
Pharmacy Loc. & Mail Order.
Member/Sales Applications
Mailed. Over 10,000/mth
Signing Up. ____

A Unique Profession!!
Hands-on care of the
terminally ill.
Accepting Applications

RNs, LPNs

Interested persons should
submit a cover letter and
resume to the Employment
Office, P.O. Box 2842, St.
Petersburg, FL 33731. Pref
erence in appointment will
be extended to eligible veter
ans and, in some instances,
spouses of eligible veterans.
To receive veteran's prefer
ence, documentation of sta
tus must be submitted at time
of application.

(FL License Required)

& HHA./CNAs
(Both FL cert, needed)
586-4432
300 E. Bay Drive
Laigo, FL 33770-3770

(813)866-8106

CONSTRUCTION

IN

STRUCTOR - LocationzSt.
Petersburg;

Part-time,

re

sponsible for training in con
struction & building mainte
nance. Requires: FL teaching

PHOTOS BY
BILL THOMAS
For All Your Photo Needs
BILL THOMAS PHOTOS
Weekly Challenger *896-2922
Home - 825-0384
Church Events * Banquets
School Activities * Weddings
Sorority or Fraternity Activities
Sports * Reunions

GALL ANYTIME
JDAY ©R HBHT1

PLACE YOUR
CLASSIFIED AD
TODAY!
Stop by the
weekly
Challenger office:
2500 - 9th st. S,
St. Petersburg

BAPTIST
CHURCH
SEEKING A VERSATILE
MUSICIAN to play for 3-4
choirs. If interested, please
call Church Clerk Lisa
Wilson , 323-7671 (leave
message.

NEWS DEADLINE
IS 4 PM MONDAY

UP-TO-DATE
SPORTS/FINANCE
STOCKS/HOROSCOPES

• SIZE: 1,284 square feet - 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, 2-car garage.
• STANDARD FEATURES: Concrete block/stucco construction. Vaulted ceilings in
living/dining, kitchen and master bedroom. Plant shelves in foyer. Mica cabinets,
Kenmore appliances. Ceramic tile in both baths. Landscape and fully sodded lot.

FINALLY... UPPER CRUST LIVING THAT DOESN’T

Is A Dangerous Problem

modify a plan to suit you... Our handsomely styled exterior and the tasteful profession

FOR INFORMATION ON

al landscaping of our homes are matched only by the charm and comfort of the interior

Car Jack Alarms

designs. We create with nature in mind... Also, you can receive the same quality in our

CALL

room addition designs.
We’re making luxury living more affordable than you may have ever thought possible

(813) 323-5959
1427 34th St. S.

as a result of thousands of dollars in discounts.
Sound incredible? Well, in today’s market it is. In fact, we challenge you to find a more
attractive design and lifestyle for the money. So hurry and compare because demands are
on the rise and here is your only opportunity to enjoy luxury living without spending a

NOTARY SERVICES & PERMIT

lot of dough.

SERVICES AVAILABLE
CRY oP

1

ST. PETERSBURG

WAG DE8IGN8

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGNERS

i

Employment Division
Office is Located at
One 4th St. N., 4th Floor
Mon., wed., Fri. On.y^

A division of WAG Enterprises

CONSULTANTS & PLANNERS

2515 15th Avenue South • St. Pete, FL 33712

• " ’O JAL OPPORTUNITY emplover_

supervise

small

staff. Send resume & cover letter detail
ing your supervisory, cost acctg., data
processing & human resources background. Exc. benefits. We are a Drugfree
Workplace.

EOE.

Send

to:

H&S

voc ed certification in con
struction trades; ability to
work

with

young

disadvantaged

adults;

(813) 327-1935

familiarity

with south St. Petersburg.
Hiring wage: $11.83 $13.25.
5:00

Resume

p.m.,

deadline

8/25/97.

HR,

COLLEGE
ANALYST/PROGRAMMER - Associate's degree in
Computer
Science,
or
Bachelor's degree with at least
15 credit hours in computer
related courses. Experience in
Unisys A-Series, LINC, DMS
II, & Visual Basic. Exp. in
educational
software
&
Windows desirable. Three yrs.
extensive programming expe
rience, to include database
design & access techniques, or
microcomputer
program
design, with at least two years
at Analyst level. In lieu of
educational requirement, a
minimum of five years pro
gramming experience includ
ing database design, database
access techniques, or micro
computer program design,
w/at least two years at Analyst
level. Proficiency in using
programming languages cur
rently associated with the col
lege's mainframe, mini, and/or
microcomputers, as well as
understanding these comput
ers' basic software and hard
ware features. Skill in func
tional and system design.
Ability to work with mini
mum supervision. Good ver
bal and written communica
tion skills.
COMPUTER INFORMA
TION SPECIALIST - HS
Diploma/GED; Associate's
degree preferred. Four years
experience with computer
operating systems and soft
ware applications used by the
college. Experience in ac
quisition, installation and li
censing compliance of Win
dows and Macintosh applications/databases, and Key
Server, Key Access software
distribution. Experience in the
preparation and use of data
bases and software/hardware
installation. Knowledge of
Apple-Mac & DOS/Windows
computer hardware/software:
knowledge of computer net
work concepts. Ability to
install & maintain a variety of
computer software/hardware
problems. Basic knowledge
test required upon application
TO APPLY: Request an
employment application by e
mail (wrightk@eniail.spjc.
cc.fl.us), FAX: (813) 341
3223 or Phone: (813) 341
3220 and return it with a cover
letter and resume by the dead
line to Human Resources, St.
Petersburg Junior College,
8580 66th St. N., Pinellas
Park, FL 33781. Deadline:
SEPTEMBER 5, 1997. EOE

Career Options, 13770 58th

Swansons' Tool Co., 9000 68th St. No.,

St. N., #312, Clearwater, FL

Pinellas Park, FL 33782.

33760. EOE

Your Horoscope
Aries
March 21 to April 19
______Don’t let a work-related delay
or snafu get you down—while Saturn
retrogrades through your sign, success
may come slower than impatient you
would like; but rest assured, it will arrive
(in about two weeks)!

Taurus
April 20 to May 20
_______ _ Under Moonlight on the 23rd,
you’ll discover just how important you
are to your family. A remarkable piece of
news will surprise and delight you on the
29th. while the stars favor festivities,
throw a party to celebrate!

June 22 to July 22
With the Moon, your person
al power planet, placing you in an envi
able position on the 27th and 28th, a
professional negotiation is practically
guaranteed to go your way—but wear
your best outfit, just to be sure!

TAKE A LOT OF MONEY!

CAR-JACKING

SOUND

to

Cancer

In this era of high cost living, it is good to know that you can expect the concept of the
custom home. Select, or we will select, a plan for you, and let our designers create and

-N-

person

May 21 to June 21
Thanks to can-do aspects,
you’ll clear away any unfinished projects
this week. And just in time—with Venus
in Libra promising an exciting and satis
fying love life for the next three weeks,
your mind won’t be on work!

Ext. 8834
$2.99 per minute
Must be 18 years
Serv-U (619) 645-8434

AUTO SECURITY

ACCOUNTING MGR.
Analytical

3 Libra
September 23 to October 22
While money-conscious stars
highlight long-term finances, your focus
will be on cash—and how to get more of
it. Under the 29th’s Venus-Jupiter trine,
your unique charm becomes a trump
card at work; use it to dazzle the boss.

Scorpio
October 23 to November 21
Mars in Scorpio is allowing
you to play power broker—a role you
cherish. Over the next five weeks, you’ll
have more chances to further your
career than at any time during the next
two years ... make ’em count!

Sagittarius

E] Gemini

& MORE!!!
1-900-336-1800,

Substitute Teacher
needed for summer and fall to
work in a preschool setting.
Hrs. Vary month-to-month.
Fun place to work. Contact
Tonya at (813) 538-7244 or
Katrina at '(813) 893-5444.
Operation
PAR,
Inc.
EOE/DFWP

certification or eligibility for

ST. PETERSBURG JUNIOR

Is

July 23 to August 22
________ Romance will continue to be
on your mind while daring stars spark
your flirtatious side. When the Moon in
your sign combines with a Jupiter-Venus
trine on the 29th, prepare for a tide of
fabulous good fortune!

August 23*to September 22
________ With Mercury doing the backstroke in your sign for the next two
weeks, you’ll have some extra time for
creative pursuits or maybe even a new
hobby. Your keen mind could uncover a
hidden truth at work.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
BUBIBlBlBlBlBlBlBlBlBlBJBlBlBJi

22k

November 22 to December 21
Although Pluto is transform

ing you into a deeper, more thoughtful
soul, the time for action is now! Over the
next four weeks, energetic stars will urge
you to make important moves—think
big, and you’ll win the day.

Capricorn
December 22 to January 19
While Saturn moves backward
through Aries, you may want to ask
yourself, “What do I really want from
life?” Time—and a special, talented part
ner—are on your side to help you dis
cover the answer.

E Aquarius

January 20 to February 18
While Uranus and Jupiter zap
you with electric excitement and joie de
vivre, you may find it hard to contain
yourself! Channeling this energy into a
creative project now will see you sitting
pretty well into next year.

February 19 to March 20
Been suffering from relation
ship doldrums? On the 29th, the VenusJupiter trine triggers an honest dialogue
that clears up any misunderstandings.
Empowering aspects are safeguarding
your happiness.
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OKU » NIB SHUNS!
Regular

ARROW

L/amd M&,arh

This ad is effective4n:::tb.e,j;o;!;:lowing Florida
only/Highland, Harde^W^gdo;
Hillsborough, Manatee, Pinellas, Pasco,

Gallon Jug

Sarasota, Lee, Desoto, Collier; Charlotte and thej
City of LaBelle.

Limit 2 With A $20.00 Additional Purchase

America’s Supermarket

OPEN 24 HOURS
Regular Or With Bleach

PUREX

•.

Liquid

... ,4

iiiaBMi

I

SAVINGS CERTIFICATE - GOOD

^ Regular Or Miracle Whip

This Coupon Good On ONE 12-PACK ol ORIGINAL COORS' OR COORS LlGHT< SEER 12-tLoi. CANS ONLY.

I

RETAILER: Coors Brewing Company will reimburse you for the face value of this coupon, plus 8<t handling, provided you recelve it on the sale of
ONE 12 PACK Of ORlGlNAL COORS OR COORS LIGHT BEER, 12 fl. oz CANS ONLY. Invoices proving purchase of sufficient stock to cover coupons
presented must or shown upon request Customers must pay any sales tax Coupon is nontransferable, nonassignable and non reproducible..
Void wnne prohibited, taxed .or restricted oy law Offer redeemable only to residents of FL who are of legal drinking age.- One per customer.
Redemption or riandling of this coupon not according to the terms constitutes fraud. Redeemable by any licensed retailer. Cash value 1/20« of one
cent for 'dupon redemption send to- Coors Brewing Company, NCH Promotional Services P.O. Box 880244, El Paso, TX 88588-0244.

1 Mayonnaise^)

71990 009007

1

Otter Begins
AUGUST 20 1997
Expires
SEPTEMBER 13.
1997.

Coupon

1

(8101)0

30608

12-Oz. Box Velveeta Or
14-Oz. Box Regular Or 4-Cheese^®^U^

I
|
■

K^IttneFS

maMWPiw

1

I

SAVINGS CERTIFICATE - GOOD 8/2Q-8/26/97

,

Regular Or

MASTER Blend
MAXWELL HOUSE

I

I

|

i

■ Canned Coffee

H|

& Cheese 'k l~>

Jar

$1.00 Off Savings Certificate * Regular Price is $2.50.
Cashier: Handle as miscellaneous tender
Customer must pay applicable sales tax.

so*

■

KRAFT DELUXE

32-Oz.

Limit one Per customer with $20.00 or more additional purchase

0997

SAVINGS CERTIFICATE - GOOD 8/20-8/26/97

I Macaroni

I

Manufacturer's

>2176

1

KRAFT

I

wafewMDjxate

34.5 to 39-Oz. Can

wjWMjag.eixiB

■

$1.00 Off Savings Certificate * Regular Price is $8.98.
Cashier: Handle as miscellaneous tender.
Customer must pay applicable sales tax.

504 Off Savings Certificate * Regular Price is $2.00.
Cashier: Handle as miscellaneous tender.
Customer must pay applicable sales tax.

Limit one Per customer with $20.00 or more additional purchase

■ Limit one Per customer with $20.00 or more additional purchase

SAVINGS CERTIFICATE - GOOD 8/20-8/26/97

.

504
kOff

Redeemable at

All Varieties

KRAFT

on Beet or chicken when you
buy any THREE (3) TACO SELL
HOME ORIGINALS Seasoning
Mix. 12 ct. Taco Shells. Retried
Beans or Taco Sauce
RETAILER; Mail to Kraft Foods, Inc CMS
Dept #43999 1 Fawcett Drive Del Rio, TX
78840 Cash Value 1/1001
TACO an I AND homT ORIGINAIS is a trademark

SOt Off Savings Certificate * Regular Price is 994.
Cashier: Handle as miscellaneous tender.
Customer must pay applicable sales tax.

owned arm licensed qy Taco Bell Corp

(8100)0 4C626

Limit one Per customer with $20.00 or more additional purchase

VOID IF COPIED. TRANSrrnnED

WINN-DIXIE STORE COUPON - GOOD 8/20-8/26/97

PURCHASED OR SOLD

WINN-DIXIE STORE COUPON - GOOD 8/20-8/26/97

W/D BRAND*

W/D BRAND”

Aged" U.S. Choice, 1/8th Inch Trim

Aged" U.S. Choice, 1/8th Inch Trim

CONSISTING OF
SHOULDER ROAST & STEAK

Package Of 6 (8-Oz. Size Steaks)

(Average Weight per Bundle 9 To 12-Lbs.)
Regular price is $1.98 per lb.
Cashier: Handle as Store Coupon Meat.
Customer must pay applicable sales tax.

$2.00 Off Store Coupon.
...............................
Regular Price is $16.74.
—
Cashier: Handle as Store Coupon Meat.
Customer must pay applicable sales tax.

fl
mu»39SngwBs
—

Limit one Per customer with $20.00 or more additional purchase

INN-DIXIE STORE COUPON - GOOD 8/20-8/26/97
W/D BRAND®
Individually Quick Frozen

Boneless, Skinless

Fryer Breast

, WR

TlJL

—

80*11

Coupon

kotf

SAVE sl°o
On any Ensure* product
(except single 8-tl-oz cans)

I

Limit one Per customer with $20.00 or more additional purchase

I

Limit one Per customer with $20.00 or more additional purchase

40-OZ. PACKAGE
$2.00 Off Store Coupon.
Regular Price is $7.98
Cashier: Handle as Store Coupon Meat.
Customer must pay applicable sales tax.

■J

I4*I>a ii|:'-‘i •«»«?««•» 1
rifp*
90
P(H TRANSACTION S

17 hCSS
T-CMl: CA

1 £804

WEDNESDAY
SATURDAY
THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SUNDAY
Monday
IAUGUST 20| [AUGUST 211 IAUGUST 221 IAUGUST 231 IAUGUST 24l IAUGUST 25l

TUESDAY

IaUGUST 26

Winn-Dixie ReservesThe RighTTo Limit QUANTITIES. Copyright I997,Winn-Dix^ Stores, Inc.,Tampa.

Ri-lsulris
I .MIC-4'ATOIVI

i »/K

9-'tfZV.1irO LIMIT T COUPON

